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EASTSIDE CEMETERY ("NEW SECTIONS")
•
.
STATESBORO, BULLOCH COUNTY, GEORGIA












This project been completed by persons who are either members
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s project is a partial supplement to the Eastside Cemetery survey made in 1975 and
issued as Volume I. I state "partial" because only three SECTIONs ofthe cemetery commonly
referred to as the "Old SECTIONs" were surveyed at that time, and many burials have occurred
in those SECTIONs since that date. OLD SECTIONs ofA, Blocks 1 to 6, SECTION B, Blocks 1
through 8, and SECTION C, Blocks 5 through 12, are not updated herein. The cemetery is
comprised offive SECTIONs separated by paved roads
.
g north and south. The SECTIONs
are her divided into Blocks which are bounded by paved lanes, for the most part, running east
to west. Driving lanes are clearly perceptible where not paved in the north west corner of the
cemetery.
•
For pu oses of this survey, we provide a map with the SECTIONs lettered A to E,
I beg" g on the west side of the cemetery. The rear, northwest corner ofpresent day cemetery in
SECTION A, Blocks 6 through 9, the extreme front ofSECTION C, Blocks 1 through 4, just off
Hwy 80, SECTION D, and SECTION E are the records here surveyed, SECTION C (front) is
easiest reached from a secondary entrance offTurner street. SECTIONs D and E are best
accessed from the main entrance. SECTION D is to the left, with SECTION E to the right of the
main entrance. We have not numbered the graves. Instead, a reference designation is made to the
SECTION, Block, and Row number of a grave. This provides a point of reference for location of
a grave. grave spaces were not filled at the time ofour survey, thus future burials
.
be
interspersed among those present, making proximity ofgraves the most logical approach for
future location ofgrave sites. Blocks and number ofRows wit
.
each Block are not likely to
change.
The map shows SECTION letters and Block numbers. For best understanding ifloo
.
g
for a grave location, wit
.
each Block, Rows ofgrave plots are "single" or "double" Rows. A
"single" Row contains plots that are one grave space deep. It may be one or more grave spaces
wide. "Double" Rows contain plots that are at least two grave spaces deep and may be four to
eight grave spaces wide. of the Rows l'un east to west. The graves were read always facing the
stones, always moving from left to right. For the most part, reading a Block began at the front
west corner, thenmoved to the right. Exceptions are: SECTION D. The first Row ofSECTION
D is a single Row, with the head stones backed to Hwy 80, necessitating its reading to begin at
the front, east comer, in order to face the head stone and work from left to the ri t. SECTION
A, Block 6
.
be most difficult for grave location, as it mingles with the end of the 1975 survey.
Rows are not clearly established until what is thought to be Row 3. We enclude in this Vol. the
,
map that was used in 1975, Vol I, for a point of reference as to SECTIONs and Blocks. As stated
in Volume I, there are no names of streets in the cemetery.
A cemetery, a "city of the dead" with granite and marble memorials, is not always static.
This project was begun several years ago. During intervening years, the cemetery was surveyed










head stone of a non-deceased person had been moved. In other instances both a head stone and a
.
,
grave occupant had been removed from its location. We do not have information as to where they
may have been moved. In all such instances, we have left the original record in its first seen
location, (unless they appeared in another site wit' our survey SECTIONS) with note as to year
2001 status. In a few instances, a family head stone is present but no marked graves present. Such
stones are noted as potential clues for future genealogists.
f
Family name head stones and individual stones are shownwit' each record as
appropriate. is can provide clues to genealogists as some individual stones may have a different
"
last name than the family marker, Burial with a family could indicate a relationship, either by
marriage or by birth. The type and size ofhead stones is shown. This too can provide information
ifchanges are made at the grave site in future and also be useful when searc
.
g for a grave
location. It was noted that in several cases changes had been made in type and size of stones on a
family plot. Often, a death can result in new decisions about management, placement, and
memorials in an existing family plot.
Computer software WordPerfect 9 was used in the reproduction of this information.
Names of individuals were indexed using married and/or family names where apparent. Thus
female names may appear under more than one name.
.
it service shown on stones was
indexed as Veteran (
.
itary), Other categories noted and indexed include NSD , Mason, and
Eastern Star. Infant son or daughter of a couple are indexed by their family names, just as
inscribed on the grave stone. Since the index only refers to the page number on which a n3111e is
found, please check inscription notes in addition to individual record names, A name may be in
more t one place on a page.
•
� ()f S �()Il •
We offer t s to several persons who worked to read and record information for this
survey. Appreciation is here expressed for the efforts ofEd Abercrombie, Rick Barr, Dot Fuller,
.
iam Hunter, Hulda Kelly, Evelyn Mabry, Henrietta Royal, and L Wals , who input,
formatted and indexed the material.
DL or R S or U Double Left or Right, Slab or Upright marker
S 19 or smM or G Single large or small, Marble or Granite marker
S U or S M or G Single Upri t or Slab, Marble or Granite marker
FS Foot stone
Dau or dall Daugl1ter
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SECTION A, NOR'IIIWf:ST CO R - "NEW SECTIONS"
- .
,
Block 6, Rows 1 & 2 (Double) Rows 3
to 6 (Single)
Extreme northwest corner of
cemetery. Immediately north of




Mortuary marker: Joiner Anderson
A-6-6




Lillian C. Lockhart Sr
Oct 8, 1914-Apr 15, ]988
Marker: SsmSG
A-6-4





Steven Alton Fries, Husband, father, son




Mortuary marker unreadable, child's
grave. Not too old
A-6-4
Inez Stevens Swinson










July 13, 1902 -Apr 26, 1974
Marker: DLUG ..





Mortuary marker: Joiner Shepard
A-6-6
Sarah L. Sims




Sept 29, 1905 - Nov 13, 1999
Marker: DRUG












Dec 3, 1948 - Apr 13, 1999
Marker: DLUG [right side blank]
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner




Aug 15, 1929 - June 17, 1995
Marker: SsmSG
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
Inscription: TSGT US Air Force U S
Army, Korea, Vietnam
Note: in plot with Louis A. Sauls and
Minnie E. Dixon Sauls, graves numbered
























Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
Note: in plot with Louis A. Sauls and
Minnie E. Dixon Sauls, graves numbered
SOland 502 of'Eastside Cemetery Vol. I
A-6-5
Lois Durrence Sheley
Sept 8, 1921 - July 28, 1997
Family marker: Sheley
Marker: SsmSG
Inscription: M.A. U ofGa, 1961.
Teacher, Head Mistress, Horticulturist
A-7-1





Kenneth Randy Durden, Father
May 8, 1941-May29, 1998
Marker: DLUG
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
A-6-5
Mary Beverly Newton Neville
Dec 1, 1923 -Dec29, 1996
Family marker: Neville
Marker: SlgSG
Inscription: Born to Clinton B. Newton &
Mary McArthur M. Newton. Marr.
William J. Neville. Mother ofWilliam
















Note: feet to Family marker
A-7-1
Emory S. Saunders









. Apr .29, 1923 -
Family marker: Pylant
Marker: SlgSG
Note: feet to Family marker
A-6-6
Lloyd Lytleton Joyner Jr














James R. Knott Jr.







Family marker is marble bounding entire
























Aug 16,1907 - Mar 8,1985
Family marker is marble bounding entire




Bemon F. (Red) Gay




Dec 17,1914 -Apr 17,1993
Family marker is marble bounding entire
plot with names Cail - Phillips -
Quattlebaum
Marker: DLUG
Inscription: Ch: Jack Clifton, Kenneth
Ray; gd ch: Jon Christopher, Joshua Cail,
Sarah Joy
James R. Knott Sr




Sheila Kersey Metz, Wife
Nov 30,1947-
Marker. DLUG










I Guy Roland Metz II "Sonny", husband
Apr 28, 1945 - Mar 29, 1993
Marker: DRUG w FS










Family marker is marble bounding entire
plotwith names Cail - Phillips -
Quattlebaum
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: Ch: Jack Clifton, Kenneth
















Oct 5, 1923 - Sept 27, 1998
Marker: DRSG w FS
Inscription: COX US Navy, WWIl A-7-1
StevenM. McGibboney
Aug 27, 1952 - July 10, 1986
•
Marker: SUM
Inscription: PVT US Army, Vietnam A-7-1
Rufus Lester Cone Jr "Bunny"
















Inscription: I"' Lt US ArmyWWII
A-7-1
Quida Herrington




Jan 15, 1931-Jan 18,1985
Family marker: Hart
Marker: SlgSM




Feb 5, 1920 -Nov 30, 1985
Family marker: Bice
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: CPL US Army, WWII
A-7-2
Peter Stephens Tankersley
Jan 25,1918 -Mar 5,1979
Marker: SSlnSG
Inscription: TEC 5 US Army WWII
A-7-1
Robert Joseph Cason Jr
Aug 22, 1973 - Aug 2, 1981
Family marker: Cason
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription on back ofFamily marker: Our
ch: Robert Joseph Jr, Mitchell Malone. On










Dec 5, 1908 -
.
Marker: SsmSG
Note: 31200 1 - Looks like new grave, but
















Lillie Pearl Joiner, Mother
Nov 24, 1903 - Nov 1, 1995
Family marker: Joiner
.













































Apr 14, I91I-Nov29, 1976
Family marker: Clark





Dec 4, 1898 -Mar 6, 1993
Family marker: Lee
Marker: SlgSG










Marker: DRSG w copper
A-7-2
Alvin Lee McLendon Jr, ED_D




















Jan 16, 1918 - Sept 18, 1995
Family marker: Broucek
Marker: SlgSG w FS
Inscription: S ofJoseph & Mary Steck
Wolfand James & Julia Pokrant
Broucek. Husb ofEmily Louise
Kupferschmid Broucek. Fa ofDaniel
Martin Broucek, William Samuel




Eula Rebecca Gholson Whigham

















Feb 22, 1903 - Dec 29, 1992
Family marker: Lee
Marker: SlgSG




Oct 6, 1927 - July 24, 1979
Family marker: Hodges
Marker: SsmSM













Pauline "Polly" Jones Hunnicutt
Feb 11, 1931-Jan 14,1'988
Family marker: Hunnicutt
Marker: SStllSGA-7-2
Julian A. Pafford Sr





Willie A. Miller, Mama
























July 15, 1918 -Mar4, 1978
Family marker: Davis
Marker: SsmSM
InSCt iption: ch: Jerry Allen, Carolyn




Dec 23, 1921 - Aug 21, 1983
Family marker: Davis
Marker: SSlI1SM
Inscription: Ch: Jerry Allen, Carolyn
Louise, Jane, Cleve Eldridge Jr.
A-7-2
EvelynNew Ray, Mother, wife





Benjamin Blanton Gray "Ben"
Aug 19, 1929-Mar30, 1977
Family marker: Gray
Marker: SlgSMA-7-2
Debra Lynn Ray, Daughter, sister
Jan 27, 1958 - May 27,1978
Family marker: Ray
Marker: SlgSG













George Russell Franklin, Father








Edwina Hart Franklin, Mother















Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
D. Conley Thompson











Apr 16, 1930 - Sept 21, 1980
Marker: SlgSG






Mortuary marker: Joiner Anderson
A-8-1
Harry Lee Vause
Apr 9, 1917 - Apr 9, 2000
Marker: DRUG
A-8-2
Annie Nell Daniel Starr
Sept 5, 1898 - Feb 1, 1985
Marker: DLUGA-8-1
Richard Cornelius Brown
June 11, 1936 - Aug 21, 1994
Marker: DUG (red) w FS
Inscription: AEC US Navy, Vietnam
(Culpepper marker at this site




Feb 12, 1922 - Feb 15, 1986
Marker: SlgSG w copper
Mortuary marker: Smith Tillman




May 7, 1895-Dec21, 1980
Marker: DRUG
A-S-I
Oma Dean "Dee" Brown









Chester Alexander Hanberry Jr "Alex"















. '. - ..--.. --� --Willie Edward Jones-"Bill"
May 2 1, 1923 -
Marker: DRUG
-,- -- .. -- - -- -- -
A-B-l











Bobbie Ann Smith "Bobbie"




Sept 15,1918 - Feb 18,1993
Marker: DLUG





Robel t H. Austin
Oct 27, 1935 -Feb 12, 1975











Mary Ann Hynes Hackett, Mama,
Nonna
Sept 8, 1922 - Apr 16, 1999




Daniel Edwin Braswell "Danny" .




Sept 1,1901 -July 9,1989
Mortuary marker: Smith Tillman
A-S-l
AnnMarie Hynes, Mother
Nov 4, I900-May 17,1987









Jan 15, 1902 - Apr 29, 1981
Marker: SlgSM
A-8-I
Dorothy E. Gay, Mother














Feb 18, 1922 - Nov II. 1993
Marker: DRUG w FS








Francis S. (Bud) Henry





Oct II, 1935 -
Marker: DLUG
A-8-1
Harry David Garrett, Husband, father
May 27, 1944 - Dec 14,2000 [Age 56]
Marker: DLUG












Mar 15,1904 - Jan 21, 1983
Family marker: Lanier
Marker: SlgSG
Block 9, Row I' (single) backs to north
west corner fence line of cemetery,
A-9-1
Jefferson L. Cook, Husband, father,
brother
Dec 7, 1958 - Apr 16, 1997
Marker: SUG w FS
Inscription: PFC US Army,_ - -. ,
A-9-1
Jessie F. DeShong





Weston Keith Brannen, Son
Jan 6, 1999 - May 7, 1999
Marker: SUG
A-8-2
Madison G. Caldwell Sr
Oct 26, 1929-Nov 19, 1990
Marker: SlgSG w copper












Jan 29, 1943 - Feb 24, 1980
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: US Air Force A-9-1
David H. Allen





Marker: DLUG w FS
Inscription: MRC US NavyWWII
A-9-1
Annie Belle Dockery
June 20, 1895 - July 13, 1979
Marker: SUM A-9-1
James A. Martin








May 13, 1915 -Jan 29, 1978
Marker: SUG • A-9-1
Jeffery D. Alsup Jr































Sept 3, 1922 - Sept 26, 1981
Familymarker: Bak
Marker: SsmSG A-9-1
Rosa L, Stuckey, Mother















Mortuary marker: Smith TillmanA-8-2
Jan Pieter Bak






Mortuary marker: Smith Tillman
A-9-1
Walter Stanley Pease









Apr 7, 1916-Apr27, 1994
Marker: SUM
Inscription: PVT US Army,WWII
A-9-1
C. A. Welch
July 5, 1915 - June 8, 1982
Marker: DRUM w FS (copper)











. John T. Gilmore Jr
Feb IS, 1932 - Apr 14, 1993
Family marker: Gilmore
Marker: SlgSM w copper
Inscription Lt Col US Air Force, Vietnam
A-S-2
Howard E. Winn




Mar 12, 1915 - Feb 26, 1996, Age 77
Mortuary marker: Riggs •A-9-1
Cooper Gilmore, Daughter
Nov 9, 1960 - Jan 3, 19S1
Family marker: Gilmore





. .. .... -







Clarence O'Neal Rushing "Rusty"
















Aug 29, 1911-Apr8, 1986
Family marker: Mikell
Marker: SlgSG
Mortuary marker: Smith Tillman










Nov 25, 1905-MayI7, 1998
Marker: DRUM
A-9-1
George Peter Donaldson Jr
Dec 27, 1921 - Oct 6, 1978


























Sept 7, 1930-Jan4, 1991




Oet23, 1895 -June 16, 1977
Family marker: Perdue - Horwitz
Marker: SlgSG
. . ..
� - _. . -_ .. _. --- -�---- - -�------- ---- - ------- - �- -- - -- -. - - - ---
- ,,_" -- --- _. --.--- _, .
. .. .







SECTION C - Front, secondary entrance, Turner Street, otTHwy 80 ,
•
•
Block 1 - 4 (rows are single) C�I-2
Lois Riggs Deal
Nov 16, 19928-
Marker: DCUG (multi name)
Inscription: Our ch: Robert Daniel Deal, John




June 4,1921 - Oct 18, 1997
Marker: DRUG w FS
C-I-l
Bobbie Crosby Butler
Sept 11, 1941 -
Family marker: Butler
Marker: DLSM s FS
Inscription: Our ch: Vicki, Pamela, Christi
C-l-1
Lavon Ervin Butler
June 19,1939 - Oct 25, 1996
Family marker: Butler
Marker: DRUM w FS
. Inscription: Our ch: Vicki, Pamela, Christi.
RMSAUSNavy
C-I-2
John Edwin Deal Jr
Nov 11, 1952-
Marker: DRUG (multi name)
C-I-3
Gary Gwinett
Mar 6, 1943 - Mar 31,1995
Marker: DLUG w FS
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
Inscription: Wed Jan. I 1,1964; ourch. James,




Oct 6, 1937 - Aug 14, 1998
Marker: SUG
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
C-I-2
Tom D. "Doc" Smith
Mar 16, 1931 -
Marker: DLUG




Jan 22, 1944 -
Marker: DRUG








Sept 9, 1935 -
Marker: DRUG




Nov 23, 1931 - Oct 8, 1996
Marker: DLUG w FS
Mortuary Marker: Hodges Turner
Inscription: Our ch. Sheryl Melissa, Susan Ann.
Marr Sept 5,1959. PVT US Army, Korea
C-I-2
Marguerite Smith Wallen
Jan 21, 1923 - May 2, 1993
Marker: DLUG w copper
Inscription: SKDI US Navy
•
C-1-2
James OliverWhite Jr. "Jimmy", son
July 2, 1947 - July 9, 1994
Marker: DRUG w FS
Inscribed: SP 4 US Army, Vietnam
C-I-3
Amber Joy Parnell
Jan 13, 1961-Apr4, 1993
Marker: SsmSM
Mortuary marker: Smith Tillman
C-I-2
Bonnie Ford Fields Kraus
Aug 6, 1946 - June 27, 1997
Marker: DLUG
C-I-3
Gel trude Sweet ley Roberts
no dates





Inscription: Our ch. Sheryl Melissa, Susan Ann.




Feb 8, 1935 - Feb 2, 1995
Marker: DRUG
C-I-3
Harold Dean Roberts II
Mar 19, 1916-Dec6, 1980
Family marker: Roberts - Hal tmann
Marker: DLSG w copper







Jan 15, 1935 -
Marker: DRUG
C-I-3
Frances L. Roberts, wife
Nov 12,1915 - [no date] Hartmann (sic.)
Family marker: Roberts - Hartmann
Marker: DRSG w copper
C-I-4
Dominic Anthony Pugliano





Oct 12, 1917 -Nov 14,1996
Marker: DRUG w copper




Family marker: Roberts - Hartmann




Aug 1, 1957 - Oct 8,1997
Family marker: Pugliano
Marker: SlgSM w FS
Inscription: Pugliano, Lorrie AnnC-I-2
John Edwin Deal Sr
Sept 13, 1927 - June 8, 1994
Marker: DLUG (multi name)
Inscription: Our ch: Robert Daniel Deal, John




Feb 23, 1928 -May 11,1983
Family marker: Roberts - Hartmann




May21, 1933 -June29, 1993
Family marker: Pugliano
Marker: SlgSM
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
-- -. _. -----,---- _-- - --_._-- -
--��_ -. - _,
-_._-_ - --- . -- -.
Roy Cone Barnes
. ._..._--







Oct 2, 1905 - June 17, 1990
Family marker: Powell
Marker: SlgSG w FS






Jan 26, 1933 -June21, 1998
Family marker: Hill
Marker: SlgSM
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
C-I-5
Family marker: Hill















Oct 19, 1921 -
Family marker: Williams
Marker: DLUG




Sept 4, 1926 -
Family marker: Williams
Marker: DRUG












John Carter Tho mas
Oct 31, 1941 - May 8, 1990 .
Marker: SlgSM .
Inscription: S ofLois & CliffThomas; Father of








Inscription: Our ch: Sandra Collette (Sunni),
Sharron Douglas (Sharron), Clifford Douglas














Oct 18, 1903 - Aug 4, 1992
Family marker: Shetterly
. Marker: SsmSG
Inscription: Child GeorgeWilliam, gd ch:
Sherlynn, Darlene, George, David, Linda,
Connie, Karen, Jason. Child Charles Richard,
gd ch Pamela, Charles, Lucy, Dawn. Child








Dec 11, 1842 - Oct 19 1930
Marker: SUM column
C -1-6
Lucy Ola Janeway Shetterly
Oct 22, 1903 - Mar 31, 1994
Family marker: Shetterly
Marker: SsmSG
Inscription: Child George William, gd ch:
Sherlynn, Darlene, George, David, Linda,
Connie, Karen, Jason. Child Charles Richard,
gd ch Pamela, Charles, Lucy, Dawn. Child
Margaret Evelyn, gd ch Bethany, Michael,
Emmett, Daniel.
C-2-1
Matilda B, wire ofJ. K. Branan
July 30,1840 - May 1, 1916
Marker: SUM column
C-2-1
Mattie, dau ofJ. K. & Matilda B. Branan
Sept 29, 1890 - Oct 10, 1890
Marker: SUM
C-I-7
William Shelley May, Father
Jan 3, 1910-May6, 1997
Family marker: May
Marker: DLUG (multi name)
C-2-1









Marker: DCUG (multi name)
C-2-1
Alva DeLoach Thomas






Aug 28, 1961 - May 4, 1980
Family marker: May
Marker: DRUG (multi name)
C-2-l
William Clifford Thomas
Apr 9, 1914 - Feb 6, 1992
Family Marker: Thomas
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Shriner, Husband, Father. Our ch:
W. C. III, Margie, John
C-I-7
Barbara Ann Parke Price



































July 19,1948 -Nov 31,1981
Marker: DRUM




Armande "Sally" Wachniak, Wife, Mother
Aug 22,1930 - July 9, 1989
Marker: DRUM
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
.
C-I-7
.- . � Harold Lewis "Rock" Waters




July 19, 1959-Sept22, 1990.
.�...._. -- _� � ._.__� . � Marker:...SUG _�
.�_.__�� __�� _




Elisha Marion Jordan Jr







July 21, 1919 -
Family marker: Redding
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Dau ofLemuel Franklin Hegwood
& JennieMae Gilbert








. Coleman Brantley (C.B.) Cail Jr
Feb 26, 1926 - Feb 24, 1982
Marker: DLUG
Inscription: Our ch: Don Brantley, James




Feb 14, 1946 - July 14, 1989
Family marker: Brunson
Marker: DRUG
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
Inscription: Our ch: Scott, Kathryn
C-3-1
Jeanette DeLoach Cail
Feb 7, 1927 - Jan 30, 1999
Marker: DRUG









Carlos Edgar (Edd) Brunson














Thomas Matthew Crews Jr



















Charles Wright Rockett, Husband
Oct 7,1922-
Marker: DRUG










Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
C-4-2
Emma Thompson Kelly
Dec 17, 1918 - Jan 17,2001
Marker: DRUG
. - . -------.- ..... �_ . . __ .
. . _ . __ '. __ . Illscription: Our ch: Kitty, Phoebe, Jackie, .












Inscription: Our ch: Kitty, Phoebe, Jackie,
Paula, Ross, Bill, Ernaline, Mike. Pete, Pat
C-2-2
Inez DeLoach Starling




Jessie Carol Newton "Jet", Mother
Apr 2, 1930 - Dec 29, 1996
Marker: SsmSG
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
C-4-1
Helen H. Martin
Aug 14, 19 I 1 - Sept 6, 1988
Marker: SSlllSG
Inscription: Beloved wife & mother
C-2-2
In memory of Waldo Earl Starling





Aug 11,1914 - Sept 28, 2000
Marker: DLUG
Inscription: Our dau Donna Lee, gd dau Christy
Eva. Symbol American Legion
C-4-1
GeorgeA Mal tin
June 6, 1911-July 13, 1996
Marker: SsmSG
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
C-4-1
















June 24, 1924 - Feb 23, 1990
Marker: DRSG w FS .
Inscription: PVT US Army,WWII
C-3-1
James Lewis Sisson
Nov 12, 1923-Mar25, 1987
Family marker: Sisson
Marker: SlgSG w copper
Inscription: Ch. James Barnes, Cindy Anne,
Thomas Swan. TECS US ArmyWWII
C-3-2
BennieMcKenzie Hardin
Nov 14, 1921-Sept25, 1987





June 4, 1938 -Mar 10, 1997
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: Our ch. Scott Gregory, Tony Lamar
C-3-1
Sara S. Sisson
Mar 19, 1928 - Dec 5, 1999
Family niarker: Sisson
Marker: SlgSG











Nov IS, 1917-Dec 10,1987
Family marker: Driggers
Marker: DLUG




Sept 5, 1916-Nov 14, 1999
Marker: DLUG











Inscription: Our ch: Judith Leslie, Jane
Margaret, Anna Carol
•




William Henry Meeks Sr
June 14, 1926 - Mar 17, 1995
Marker: DLUG w FS
Inscription:: Our ch: William Henry Jr, Jenny
Lanell, Patty Lynn. PVT US Army,WWII
C-4-2
Johnny Preston Boyd, Husband, Father






Sept 25, 1930 -
Marker: DRUG
Inscription:: Our ch: William Henry Jr, Jenny
Lanell, Patty Lynn
C-4-2
Coley L. Boyd, Father





Mar 1, 1917 - July 3,1987
Marker: DLUG
C-4-2










Jan 22, 1925 -
Family marker: Morris
Marker: SlgSM









May 26, 1932 - Jan 27, 1989
Family marker: Stubbs
Marker: SlgSM










Sept IS, 1901-May 18, 1988
Marker: SsmSG






Billy S. Romac Futch
Mar 8, 1926 - Aug 11, 1988
Family marker: Futch
Marker: DLUG
Inscription: Our ch Sherry, Gary, Lisa
C-4-3
John Hollis Martin
Feb 7,1936 - Dec 7,1991
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: CPL US Army, Korea
C-4-2
Mina Ruth Futch "Ma Futch"
Dec I, 1929 -July4, 1999
Family marker: Futch
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: Our ch Sherry, Gary, Lisa
C-4-2
Sherry Jean Futch
Nov 20, 1949 -
Family marker: Futch
Marker:




. - . - .. _ --
.
. ....•.








STATESBORO EAST SIDE CEMETERY
SECTION D - left ofMain entrance, Hwy 80
••
•
BLOCK 1, ROWS 1 - 3 (single), ROWS
4 - S (multi)
D-I-l
John E. Jackson Jr
Sept 15, 1919-Mar21, 1992
Family marker: Jackson
Marker: SlgSM w bronze




. Feb 27, 1884 -Jan I, 1974
Marker: DRUG w FS















Alpha Lillian Tanner Jackson "Nana"
Nov 24, 1922 - Feb 25, 1997
Family marker: Jackson
Marker: SlgSM w bronze
•
D-I-2
Johnnie Mae Bowen Mills











Inscript: Ch: Gayle Chester, Sheila Beasley,
























Aug 15, 1926 - July 26, 1985
Family Marker: Sims
Marker: DRUG
































































Feb 3, 1903 -Feb 16, 1985
Marker: SsmSG
Mort Marker: Smith Tillman
D-l-l
Susie Smith Campbell




















Warren F. Jones Jr "Spike"














Inscript: Our beloved son Charles
D-I-2
Estelle Jackson Holloway
Apr 19,1903 -Aug 30, 1991
Marker: DLUG w FS
Symbol: American Legion Auxilary
D-1-2
J. W. (Jake) Lanigan





.. . � -.
--- ""--- .-_ .. - ._ ---_. -. -.-'--- - __ - ---









Cora Lee Hendrix Godbee















Inscript: Father. Our ch: Jimmy, Gary
D-1-2
Jessie Cleve Godbee






May 23, 1917-Apr2, 1989
Family Marker: McCorkel
Marker: DRUG
Inscript: Mother. Our ch: Jimmy, Gary
D-I-3
James Carlton (Carl) Henry
Apr 27, 1919 - Dec 26, 1983
Family Marker: Henry





Sept 6, 1930 -
Family marker: Stringer
Marker: SlgSM




Dec 10, 1910 - July 4,1982
Family Marker: Sowell
Marker: SlgSG































John Aulton Newton Sr
Mar 26, 1929 -
Family Marker: Newton
Marker: SlgSG















Willie Lee H. Hunnicutt















Inscript: Our ch: AI, Carol, Steve
D-I-3
Pauline C. Rhiver "Polly"










Stephen Felix Newton "Steve"
Sept 30, 1958 - July 18, 1983
Family Marker: Newton wour ch: AI,
Carol, Steve
Marker: SlgSG
Inscript: "Captain Newton". (surveyed
1989; 3/2001, different marker wlo












John Aulton Newton Jr "AI"





Aug 17, 1913 - Aug 15,1989
Family marker: Phillips
Marker: DLUG









Dec 24, 1922 - July 5, 1997
Family marker: Brannen
Marker: SLUM











Mar 18, 1917 - Oct 1, 1996
Family marker: Brannen
Marker: DLUG




Nov 15, 1913 - Sept 9,1999
Family marker: Brannen
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: Marr Apr 5, 1942
- ----_. - -_ ---
D-I-2
Floyd Emerson Brannen
Jan 29, 1926 - July 4, 1986
Family Marker: Brannen
Marker: DRUMw FS
- - -- . - - - -- -- Inscript;Our dau Cynthia Alice Berg Aug
27,1949. Mason. PVT U S Army WWII
D-I-3
Embree C. Hunnicutt
Nov 7,1918 - Feb 26,1988
Family Marker: Hunnicutt
Marker: DLUG w FS
















































Aug 2, 1885 - Apr 24, 1972
Family Marker: Hendrix - Woods
Marker: SsmSG
0-1-4









Jan 30, 1879-July31, 1965





Jan 28,1879 - May 29,1931
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: Born in Statesboro, Ga; Died in
Atlanta, Ga.
0-1-4
Mother Laura J. Wiggins





Feb 27, 1901-Dec30, 1955





































Jan 22, 1957 - Jan 29, 1957
Family Marker: Olliff
Marker: SlgSG
Inscript: Dau ofMlM O. L. Olliff
D-I-4
. Lavella McIntosh










Inscription: TEC 4 US Army,WWII
0-1-4
Frances "Pat" Kellogg




Oct 12,1893 -Feb 14, 1956
Family Marker: Thompson




Jan 13,1928 -Aug2l, 1969
Family Marker: Olliff
Marker: SlgSG D-I-4
Patricia Moire dau ofBurton & Frances
Kellogg




Dec 12, 1913 - Jan 22,1959
Family Marker: Rushing
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: Beloved husband & father
• D-l-4
William Albert Thompson
Apr 13, 1888-AprI6, 1962
Family Marker: Thompson
Marker: DRUG w FS
Inscript: Father
D-I-4
Rosa Lee Hodges Cartledge Rucker















William A. Thompson Jr
Oct 26, 1922 • Oct 10, 1965
Family Marker: Thompson
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript: Cox U S Coast Guard WWII
,
. . - - .
0-1-4
Ferd Andrew Meeks
July 3, 1912-May 11,1972
Family Marker: Meeks

























W. L. Roy Thompson .






















Alber t Levin Roughton





Oct 28, 1892 - Oct 18, 1975
Family Marker: Lanier - Grurnme
Marker: SlgSM
D-I-4
R. L. (Bub) Lanier
Mar 27, 1885 - Aug 17, 1966




Mar 27, 1885 - Dec 7, 1985






Family Marker: Lanier - Grumme
Marker: SlgSM
... - . .
D-I-4
Little Madge dau ofH. S. & Dora B.
Parrish










Dora Barwick .. '
May 16, I876-Jan 11,1957
Family Marker: Parrish �
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: wife ofSid Parrish
D-I-4
Henry Sid Parrish













Inscript: TEC 4 U S Army WWII
D-I-5
Annie Laurie B. Parrish
Nov 6, 1910-
Family marker: Brannen
Marker: SsmSG w copper
D-I-5
Pearl Lanier Brannen
Oct 31, 1889 - Feb 25, 1995
Family marker: Brannen
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Pearl Lanier marr Mar 17,
1907 Julian L. Brannen
D-1-5
Aulbert Julian Brannen









Hubert Lanier Brannen "Pat"
Oct 26, 1915 - May 7, 1996










Aug 29, 1938 -Dec 31, 2000
Family marker: Brannen - Anderson
Marker: SsmSM
D-I-5
Faye Bennett Brannen Anderson
. ---Apr 28, 1942 - Oct 26,01995








Oct 10, 1912 - Aug 9, 2000
Family marker: Dekle
Marker: SsmSM
Mortuary marker: Joiner Anderson
D-I-5
Carl Inman Dekle















Oct 7,1881 - Jan 19, 1957
Family Marker: Smith




Apr 23,1882 - Feb 8, 1968
Family Marker: Smith




Lillian Smith Battle, daughter








Rozzie C. Sherrod Hall
















June II, 1906-Feb23, 1955
Family Marker: Brant






















July 10, 1890 - Oct 11, 1975
Family Marker: Yates:
Marker: SsmSM




May 27, 1893 -Jan 18, 1973
Family Marker: Christian
Marker: SSIllSG
Inscript: New York CPL U S ArmyWWI
D-I-5
Minnie C. Nesmith




Carson Lee Jones, Sr








































Oct 3, 1878 - Oct 9, 1955


























Dec 23,1929 - Mar 29,1994
Marker: SsmSG
Inscription: SGT US Marine Corps, Korea,
Purple Heart
D-2-1





Russell Hall Everitt Sr .





July 14, 1916-June20, 1988
Family Marker: McLemore (reverse face is
McLemore - Carmichael)
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript: 1st Lt U S ArmyWWII
0-1-5




Ida M. Hart Deal
Apr 24, 1900-Apr 1,1988









Aug 16, 1888 -Jan2, 1969
FamilyMarker: McLemore (reverse face is
McLemore - Carmichael)
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: Born in Montezuma, Ga
•0-1-5
Willie Lonnie Zetterower Jr





Sep II, 1887-Jan26, 1968
Family marker: McLemore (reverse face is
McLemore - Carmichael)
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: Born in South Union, Ky
D-1-5
Lurline Hagan Zetterower










Dec 25,1897 - Feb 14, 1957
Family Marker: Hart - Deal
Marker: SSlllSM
0-1-5
Janie Lou Zetterower Jones





May 25, 1921 - Apr 3, 1978 .
Family Marker: Hodges
Marker: SsmSM . .
Inscript: MSGT U S Army WWII
Symbol: American LegionBLOCK 2, ROWS 1-2 (double)
0-2-1
Myrtle Anderson Jones









. -.. . .
..



















Jan 15, 1899-Sept3, 1975
Family Marker: Brown - Rushing
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript on Fam Marker: Our ch: Jan
Huleen, Aug 25, 1935; Sarilyn, Dec 2,
1943; Ernest Bradley Jr, June 26, 1922;
Elizabeth Ann, Aug 5, 1925
William H. Crouse












Dec IS, 1884 - Apr 21,1974
Family Marker: Huggins
Marker: DLUG w FS
D-2-2
Martha Crouse McCorkle




Anita Belle Parrish Rushing
Oct 11, 1900 - Feb 5, 1975
Family Marker: Brown - Rushing
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript on Fam Marker: Our ch: Jan
Huleen, Aug 25, 1935; Sarilyn, Dec 2,
1943; Ernest Bradley Jr, June 26, 1922;
Elizabeth Ann, Aug 5, 1925·0.2-1
Rev. W. L. Huggins
Nov 4, I881-Feb 12,1974
Family Marker: Huggins





Jan 21, 1904 - Jan 22, 1987
Family Marker: Jones - Akins
Marker: SsmSG
D-2-1
Jack Brunson Tillman (signature)
Dec21, 1924-0ct24, 1990
Family marker: E. G. Tillman (signature)
Marker: SsmSM
D-2-2
Lois Crouse Almeda Jones
Jan 12, 1902-May21, 1997 .
Family marker: Jones - Akins
Marker: SsmSG
Inscription: wife ofJimpse Thomas Jones
D-2-2
Almah Seaborn Kelley
Oct 25, 1883 - Aug 17, 1958









Sept 21, 1891-Feb22, 1953









John Gibson Johnston (Signature)
Sept 15, 1904 - Aug 16, 1954
Marker: SlgSM . .
D-2-1
Drew Tillman Dyer (signature)
June 27, 1962 - June I, 1982




Jan 14, 1909 -May 30, 1980
Family Marker: Brown - Rushing
Marker: SSlnSM
Inscript on Fam Marker: Our Ch: Jan
Huleen, Aug 25, 1935; Sarilyn, Dec 2,
1943; Ernest Bradley Jr, June 26, 1922;
Elizabeth Ann, Aug 5, 1925
D-2-2
Mary Louise Carmichael (signature)
Jan 24, 1887 - Oct 24, 1953
FamilyMarker: McLemore - Carmichael
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript: Dau ofGilbert C & Cordelia M.
Carmichael.
D-2-1
E. Grant Tillman (signature)
Sep 17, 1895 -May I, 1948





Aug 25, 1909 - Feb 23, 1996
FamilyMarker: Brown - Rushing
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript on Fam Marker: Our Ch: Jan
Huleen, Aug 25, 1935; Sarilyn, Dec 2,
1943; Ernest Bradley Jr, June 26, 1922;
Elizabeth Ann, Aug 5, 1925
D-2-2
Julia Frances Carmichael (signature)
Oct 16, 1893 - Oct 14, 1973
Family Marker: McLemore - Carmichael
Marker: SSlllSM




Nov 12, 1899-Nov25, 1974
Family Marker: E. G. Tillman
Marker: SSlnSM









Dec I, 1896 - Mar 6, 1966
Family Marker: Brown - Rushing
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript on Fam Marker: Our ch: Jan
Huleen, Aug 25, 1935; Sarilyn, Dec 2,
1943; Ernest Bradley Jr, June 26, 1922;
Elizabeth Ann, Aug 5, 1925
D-2-2
Thomas Edward Rushing
















June 23,1905 - Mar 9,1993
Family Marker: Brown - Rushing
'Marker: SSinSM
Inscript on Fam Marker: Our ch: Jan
Huleen, Aug 25, 1935; Sarilyn, Dec 2,
1943; Ernest Bradley Jr, June 26, 1922;
Elizabeth Ann, Aug 5, 1925
D-2-2
Lloyd Hodges
July 20, 1907 - Feb 6, 1979
Family Marker: Hodges
Marker: SSinSM





















Marrie M. Conner, Mother



















July 1, 1920 - Feb 15, 1945
Family Marker: Wendzel (Double meed; on
reverse is name Darley. Inscribed
"Dedicated to the memory ofJohn F.
Darley Jr")
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: Lost his life in action, Vienna,
Austria.D-2-2
William H. Bowen










Oct 2, 1890 - May 29, 1966
Family Marker: Hook
Marker: SsmSMD-2-2
. Carrie Croft Bowen















Homer F. Hook Sr





Ricey S. New (signature)


























BLOCK 3, ROWS 1-2 (double) D-3-1
Hiram A. Kennedy




Homer Franklin Hook Jr




Juanita New Abernathy (signature)








Carrie McDaniel New (signature)









Clara B. Colley (signature)




Helen Bremer Stubbs "Mamie"
1892 - 1984
Family Marker: Stubbs











































Everett Bremer Stubbs, D.C.






D-3-1 Henry Edward Cartledge
Rufus Herman Conner Sr May 27, 1871-May9, 1950
Sept 16, 1917-- June 8,-1977 - . FamilyMarker-Cartledge .. �. �_ --�--.
Marker: SlgSG Marker: SsmSM
�---".--�-
. - _ ..














Aug 25, 1900 � May 1, 1966
Family Marker: Nessmith
Marker: SsmSG
Inscript on Fam Marker: Our dau
Llewellyn Hamilton Cobb; Imogene
Hendrix, Barbara Nessmith, Juanita




July 24, 1885 � Feb 14, 1931
Family Marker: Cone
Marker: SsmSM
Thaddeus James Morris Sr
Mar 23, 1896 - Dec 6, 1968
Family Marker: Morris
Marker: SlgSM





June 19, 1902�Nov 19, 1968
Family Marker: Morris
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: "Mother"; Born Bulloch County,
Ga.; Died Statesboro, Ga
D-3-2
Lester Nessmith
Mar 25 1905 � Sept 10, 1972
Marker: SsmSF
.





Dec 27, 1934 - Nov 24, 1998
Family marker: Morris
Marker: SlgSM




Aug 24, 1906 - Mar 9, 1964
Marker: SsmSGD-3-1
Albert Berry Shuptrine










Sept I, 1904 - Dec 24, 1997













J. Clyde Franklin (signature)
Dec 9, 1895 -Nov 12, 1948
Family Marker: Franklin (column abt 4'










Oct 11, 1905 - Dec 27,1967








James McNott Smith "Bunk"





July 14, 1881 � Sept 12,1953








Rebecca Waters Smith "Dink"




C. C. "Lum" Akins
Aug 10,1873 -Aug4, 1951









Ruby Mae Kennedy Anderson
Nov 17,1894 -July 1, 1987
Family Marker: Anderson
Marker: SlgSM w FS
D-3-2
Maude B. Smith





Aug 8, 1906 - July 31, 1980
Family Marker: Odom
Marker: SsmSG




Feb 22, 1892 - Feb 25, 1980
Family Marker: Anderson
Marker: SlgSM w FS
D-3-2
Betty Josey Smith




WillieMyrtle (Billie) Anderson Odom
Dec 24, 1909 -
Family Marker: Odom
Marker: SsmSG
Inscript: Our only dau Jane Patricia Odom
Rhein
D-3-1
Hattie Edenfield Franklin (signature)
Aug 8, 1899 - Feb 31, 1990
Family marker: Franklin (column abt 4'








James O. Anderson "Snag"
Apr 15, 1906 - June 13, 1997
Family marker: Anderson
Marker: SsmSM
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
___
�- --









James T. Anderson "Gene"






W. H. (Buie) Anderson
Jan 24, 1872 - June 17, 1950
Family Marker: W. H. (Buie) Anderson
Marker: SsmSM
Gelb ude Donaldson Hodges


















June 16, 1886 - May 24, 1952





June 18, 1912 - May 31,1989
Family Marker: Anderson
Marker: SsmSM w FS
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
Inscription: Percival R. C. Anderson, TEC
4 US Army, WWII
0-3-2
Newelle D. Anderson
Sept 23, 1914 - Oct 7, 1997
Family marker: Anderson
Marker: SsmSM
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
0-3-2
Nina Jones Lanier
Jan 19, 1897 -Apr21, 1950
Family Marker: Lanier
Marker: SlgSM
BLOCK 4, ROWS 1 - 2 (double):
D-3-2
Judson Hines Lanier














Buford V. Collins "B V"
Feb 10, 1883 - Apr 17, 1949
Family Marker: Collins
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: "and infant SOIl". _. ..
D-4-1
Bonnie Vick Page















Apr 27,1918 - Nov 28, 2000
Family marker: Waters
Marker: SlgSM















Dec 6, 1918-Aug3, 1992
Family marker: Waters
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Our chMadelyn, Cecil, Tim,
Susan, Wayne
0-3-2
John Fletcher Darley Sr
Feb 22,1897 - Jan 12, 1964
Family Marker: Darley IWendzel.











Apr 26, 1890 -Jan 18, 1977
Family Marker: Collins
Marker: SlgSM .
Inscript: wfofPratt C. Collins
0-3-2
Mattie Cannon Darley
Aug 16, 1897 - Feb 12, 1988
Family Marker: Darley I Wendzel.





Nov 14, 1942 - Apr 20, 1943
Family Marker: Wells
Marker: SsmSM
Inset ipt: Little Mac
D-4-1
Pratt Carl Collins




John F. Darley Jr, HA Ic
July 10, 1924 - Feb 19, 1945
Family Marker: Darley IWendzel.
Inscribed Dedicated tomemory ofJohn F.
Darley Jr
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: Inducted USN R June 24,1943;
Veteran Of''O'' Day Invasion ofEurope;
Killed in Action, Battle ofIwo lima, while
attached to 4th Div U S M C; Buried at
home Apr 9, 1948.
0-3-2
Vernon B. Bowen
Nov 26, 1902 - Feb 25, 1973
Family Marker: Bowen




Apr 11,1893 -Oct 17,1926
Family Marker: Collins
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: wfofPratt C. Collins
D-3-2
Pearl A. Bowen















Dec 30, 1875 - Aug 30, 1908
Family Marker: W. H. (Buie) Anderson
Marker: SsmSM
-- -_- - ------�-- ---- --
.
._-









June 5, 1915 -Mar24, 1996










Mary Lee Dasher Page










Oct 13,1913 -Jan 14,1982







Mortuary marker: Joiner Anderson
Inscription: Our daus Deborah, George Ann
D-4-1
Juanita Hodges Johnson





Nov 13, 1892 - Jan 25, 1962
Family Marker: Brannen
Marker: SlgSM




Aug 23, 1903 - Sep 13, 1983
Family Marker: Prather
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript: Our daus: Deborah, George Ann
D-4-1
Sam Waldo Johnson





Mar 5,1898 -Aug 29, 1978
Family Marker: Brannen
Marker: SlgSM




Mar 30, 1923 - Jan 20, 1994
Family marker: Brannen
Marker: SSIIISG
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
Inscription: COX US Navy,WWIl
D-4�1
Belle Brannen Rigdon





















Apr 10, 1892 - Nov 1, 1978
Family Marker: Cowart "dedicated to
memory of 1
51 Lt Leroy Cowart Jr, b May
9, 1918; captured by Japanese at fall of
Bataan and d as a POW Feb 28, 1945.
Remains interred US Army Cemetery,
Manila, P. I."
Marker: SlgSM
- - . .
D-4-1
John Reginald Rigdon





Aug 28, 1933 -
Family marker: Thompson - Akers
Marker: SlgSM
Symbol: UGABull Dog, "Class of54"
D-4-1
Claudia Cannon Rigdon















Marilyn Faye Rigdon Harbin





Dec 23, 1907 - Oct 4, 1995
Family marker: Thompson - Akers
Marker: SlgSM
Inscribed: a John Deere tractor
D-4-2
Horace Zack Smith
Oct 28, 1898 - Sep 7, 1987
FamilyMarker: Smith
Marker: SlgSM




Dec I, 1912 - Jan 21, 1948









Aug 29, 1878 - Sep 5, 1964









Mar 26,1898 - Mar 13, 1988
Family Marker: Smith
Marker: SlgSM
Jnscript: dau of'V. Deborah "Mitt" Bowen
Woodcock &William Rimes Woodcock
D-4-1
William Alexander Morrison
Apr 15,1882 - Sep 17,1956
.. - ... --

























Inscript: Beloved wfofLester E. Brannen





Apr 5, 1887 - Nov 11, 1968
Family Marker: Pittman
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: d ofPatrick Terrill & Catherine
Callen Terrell, b Claiborne, Miss, d New
Iberia, La. WfofMarvin S. Pittman, Sr.





Bert H. Ramsey Sr
May 8, 1890 - Sep 17, 1960
Family Marker: Ramsey (see above)
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: b Gibson, Tenn; came to Bulloch
Co, Ga Dec 25, 1910
0-4-2
WilburnWrightWoodcock










Jan 28, 1893 -Apr 12,1955
Family Marker: Ramsey (see above)
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: Marr Bert H. Ramsey Sr. 28 Aug
1913; mo ofTalmadge H Bert Jr &
William T. Ramsey. Devoted wfmo.gm
0-5-1
Marvin S. Pittman Jr
Apr 25, 1920 - Dec 26, 1949
Family Marker: Pittman
Marker: SlgSM

























Aug 11, 1904 - June 8, 1997
Family marker: Bowen
Marker: SlgSM















Oct 21, 1909 - May 7, 1973
Family Marker: Bowen
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: husband ofGenaria [sic]
Honeycutt. fa ofMary Bowen Freeman
..-.-. -�....
- . ---------� -.---
D-4-2
John Clyde Mallard




Inscript: Hus ofHelen ParrMallard, fa of
Beverly Anne, Marsha Elaine
D-4-2
James Randolph Donaldson








BLOCK 5, ROWS 1 & 2, (Double)
D-5-1
James William Franklin







Feb 26, 1893-Dec27, 1970
Family Marker: Groover - Demmond
Marker: SsolSM
0-5-1






Dec 10, 1896 - Sep 11, 1985



















Feb 4, 1925 - Nov 7, 1976
FamilyMarker: Groover - Demmond
Marker: SSIllSM
H. Lehman Franklin





Lt Bert H. Ramsey Jr
Apr 21,1919 -May 17, 1943
Family marker: Ramsey "dedicated to
memory ofour s & bro Lt BertH. Ramsey
Jr, b Apr 21,1919, lost life on bombing
mission when plane shot down near Gouda,
Holland May 17, 1943"
Marker: SlgSM
. lnscript: bu Bodegraven, HollandMay 18,
1943; interment US Military cemetery
Margraten, Holland, Feb 9, 1946; bu at
D-5-1
Noah Jordan Deal
Nov 16, 1904-Sep27, 1969
Family Marker: Deal
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: fa ofJohn Nathan Deal
D-5-1
Sarah Davie Franklin Gougler




Marvin S. Pittman Sr
Apr 12, 1882 - Feb 27, 1954
Family Marker: Pittman
Marker: SlgSM
lnscript: S ofJohn Wesley Pittman & Ellen














































Aug 15,1865 -Oct28, 1957
Family Marker: Blitch "J Gordon Blitch




J Gordon Blitch Sr
Oct 6, 1872 - Apr 8, 19 I 9
Family Marker: Blitch "J Gordon Blitch





















Mar 30, 1925 - Feb 7, 1997
Family marker: HiII- Groover





June 3, 1900-0ec21, 1975









Apr 5, 1893 - Apr 20, 1945








Samuel Edwin Groover Jr
Sep 11, 1922 - Sep 21,1986











Walker Pratt ''Tiny'' Hill Jr
Sep 12, 1920 - Nov 19, 1982








George W. Clark Sr





July 12, 1888 - July 3, 1946
FamilyMarker: Mathews
Marker: SlgSM D-S-2
Mamie Dekle Alderman Clark










Mar 6, 1915 -Feb26, 1992
Family marker: Thayer
Marker: SsmM w bronze
Inscript: United Methodist clergy
D-5-2
Ersula dau ofDavid C & Annie B Banks





Apr 12, t 886 - Mar 22, 1944
Family Marker: Banks
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: wfofElder David C. Banks
•
John Molony Thayer









Elder David Callaway Banks
Apr 8, 1882 � Apr 2, 1950
Family Marker: Banks
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: Primitive Baptminister for 25 yrs
D-5-2
Gladys Thayer Johnson
July 10, 1918 - July 8,1996
Family marker: Thayer
Marker: SsmSM















John Molony Thayer JT





Grady Kimball Johnston Jr
Aug 12, 1926 -Oct 12, 1975












Nov 23, 1892 - Mar 9, 1947






Feb 27, 1926 -
Family marker: Carl H. Anderson - Moulder
Mollie HodgesWhitten
June 7,1886 - Dec II, 1976





BLOCK 6, ROWS 1 - 2 (double):
0-5-2
Dorothy Lane Johnston
Apr4, 1904 - Dec 10, 1982





Apr 1,1885 -June 1, 1975









Oct 6, 1892 - Dec 10, 1952




Jan 5, 1887 - Mar II, 1950
Family Marker: Whitten - Jones
Marker: SsmSM
0-6-1
Fredonia A. Moore Lee
Feb 9,1860 -Tuly 11,1946
Family Marker: Lee
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript: wfof'Daniel Groover Lee0-5-2
Eulie Newton Brown DDS
Oct 6, I892-0ec 10,1952




Nov 27,1897 -Aug 7,1988
Family Marker: Whitten - Jones
Marker: OLSM
Inscript: Marr61 yr; May 16, 1927. Our
Ch: W. Herbert Jones, Sara Betty J. Cook,
L. Evelyn J. Akin
0-6-1
Rubie Kathleen Lee






Sep 26, 1894 - Nov 30, 1977
Family Marker: Brown - Hamilton
Marker: SSJnSM
0-5-2
A. Betty Hodges Jones
Nov 29, 1903 - May 17, 1989
Family Marker: Whitten - Jones
Marker: ORSM
Inscript: Marr 61 yr; May 16, 1927. Our
Ch: W. Herbert Jones, Sara Betty J. Cook,
L. Evelyn J'. Akin
0-6-1
NelleC. Lee
Nov 18, 1899 - Dec 1, 1991
Family marker: Lee
Marker: SsmSM0-5-2
Philip L. Hamilton Jr "Bucky"
Sept 21, 1945 -Aug 18, 1995




Nov 28, 1915 - Feb 28, 1983








Mary J. Zetterower Waters











Katie Lou Denmark Anderson































May 19, 1896 - Sep 27,1984










Sept 30,1918 -Oec 12, 1969
Family Marker: Whitten - Jones
Marker: SsmSCopper







Apr 9,1896 - Oct 28,1961








Mort. Marker: Hodges - Turner
[original record made 1989; 312001 grave
marker no longer at this site. 00 not know if '
only slab was removed or interment also]
0-S-2





--� . __.__-_._ -. -.---_ .------._ -- - - - . --- -- ---- ----_ -- ------ ��-- �- -
_




May 24, 1864 - Jan 18, 1948
Family Marker: Carl H. Anderson -








, - - _
.











Nov S, 1912-Dec7, 1947
Marker: SlgSM





June 7, 1927-May 1, 1994
Family marker: Stephens - Row (see above)
Marker: SlgSM




June 30, 1916-Nov24, 1992
Family marker: Lanier - Brantley
Marker: SlgSM w FS









Cora Eugenia Lanier Brantley
Sept 20, 1917-




Mar IS, 1902 - Feb 16, 1945
Family Marker: Lee
_ Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: wfofDewey M. LeeD-6-1
James "Jim" Dixon
July 24, 1911-Mar22, 1987
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: A loving hus& fit
D-6-1
Eunice Vema Lanier
Nov 6, 1900 -Mar 6, 1948










Nov 6, 1893 - Apr 17, 1964
Family Marker: Bland
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: Brother; born in Liberty Co
D-6-1
Loren Wadley Lanier



















Dec 17, 1920-Apr22, 1990
Family marker: Lanier - Brantley
Marker: SlgSM w FS
Inscript: PFC US Army WWII
D-6-1
Emmett Lee Barnes










Oct 23, 1923 -Nov 24, 1989





















June 1, 1919 - Jan 28,1981
Family Marker: Lanier
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: SGT US ArmyWWII
D-6-1
Lillie Ezelle Graham














W . C. "Bill" Graham
Oct 3, 1893 -Feb 19,1986
Family Marker: Graham
Marker: SsmSG
Mort. Marker: Smith Tillman
D-6-1





Mamie Harley Stephens, Mother
Sep 12, 1878 - Jan 19, 1948
Family Marker: Stephens - Row (inscribed:
Row's ch: Jenny Lynne; Stephen's children:
Kennith, Edna, William, Louie, Harry, Connie,
Felix, L.M.)
Marker: DLUM w FS
0.6-1
Nannie E. Moore







Dec 17, 1873 - Feb 15, 1948
Family marker: Stephens - Row (see above)
Marker: DRUM w FS
D-6-1
Lester Edenfield











Sep 9, 1885 - June 1, 1955
Marker: SsmSG
D-6-1
Macy June Stephens Row
Mar 11, 1935 -




July 4, 1898 - July 9, 1994
Family marker: Johnson
Marker: SsmSM






. . . . .- -- -- ,-- - -" "----"----------- --- ----- . --- ----- - -" --
-_.....
















Byron J. Parrish '
Aug 25, 1866 - Oct 24, 1937
Family Marker: Parrish
Marker: SsmSG
Inscript: S ofGriff& Ann Lanier Parrish
Mary Ruth Jennings'







Glenn S. Jennings Jr





Sep 18,1877 -July 31,1953
Family Marker: Parrish
Marker: SSlllSG
Inscript: Oau ofA. J. & Mary C. Rountree
0-6-1
Birdie Scarboro Riggs





Feb 6, 1891 - Sep 3,1958















Dec 15, 1895 -Nov 22,1995




Fred Davis Beasley Jr
Feb 16, 1921-Nov 5,1948
Family Marker: The Fred O. Beasley's
Marker: SlgSM
Symbol: American Legion
Inscript: Lost in Pelican Lake, Ontario, Canada.









Feb 25, 1893 - Apr 21, 1953
Family Marker: Hartley
Marker: SlgSM









Dec 7, 1897 - Oct 15, 1967
Family Marker: Hartley
Marker: SlgSMD-6-1

































































Nov 2, 1918 - Sep 24, 1978
Marker: SsmSM
0-6-11
Josephine O. Jennings "Toots"


















Oorothy Lee Durden "Dottie"






Apr 6, 1879 - Feb 1, 1946
Marker: SlgSM
. --_ . _. -'". - -. ---- --- - - --- ---- - ---- -� ------ -- . �-- - -
0-6-2
. Lottie Parrish Blitch
,- -
Dec 27,1891 - Mar 31, 1974
Marker: SlgSM
•
- �. - _.-. - '. _. -












Oct 18, 1879 - Dec 3,1956






Dec 27, 1894 - Dec 7, 1968
Family Marker: Hodges (inscribed "in mamory
ofHerman Lavonne Hodges, b Feb 6, 1923,




Eunice Tanner Lee ..•.
Aug 22, 1924 - Mar 29,2000
Family marker: Lee
Marker: SlgSM




Sep 7, 1882 - Feb 12, 1945









Ollie Mae Wilson Hodges
May 2,1902 -Nov 12, 1973




Nov II, 1911-Mar7, 1976









Feb 6, 1923 - Sep 29, 1944




Nov 9, 1909 - Apr 10,1985










May I 1, 1906 - Mar 8, 1962










June 26, 1917 - Mar 8, 1991




Mar 4, 1909 - Dec 26, 1947
Family Marker: Lee
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: WfofO. Grady Lee
0-6-2
Cary L. Martin










Oct 30, 1904 - Jan 5, 1970
Family Marker [a bench]: Fuller
Marker: SlgSM
Mortuary marker: Tom M. Wages F H
0-6-2
Frances Elizabeth Hodges
June 4, 1926 -
.
Family marker: Hodges (see above)
Marker: SsmSM
0-6-2
. Dorothy B. Fuller Price
June 16, 1919 - May 17,2000










Mar 27, 1938 -July 20, 1989
FamilyMarker [a bench]: Fuller
Marker: SlgSM
Mort Marker: Hodges Turner
0-6-2
Harry Emmitt Johnson





















Infdau ofJoe & Dorothy Fuller
May 16,1937
Family Marker [a bench]: Fuller
Marker: SIgSM
0-6-2











Jan 16, 1909 - Mar 4, 1977
Family Marker: Lee
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: Hus ofEunice Tanner Lee
0-6-2
Harry Emmitt Johnson Jr











Feb 7, 1940-0ec26, 1947
Family Marker: Lee .
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: S ofMlM D. Grady Lee
0-6-2
Timothy Lamar inf s ofRalph & Sandra Turner

































Dec 28, ] 942 -
Family marker: Hollingsworth
Marker: DLUG
Inscription: Marr Apr 26, 1965 •
D-7-1
Mary Lou Lester Sewell
















BLOCK 7, ROWS 1- 2 (double): 0-7-1
D-7-1 •
0-7-1
. Lee Barron Sewell














































Marker: Mar 21, 1878 - Dec 27, 1955
0-7-1
Creighton Irving Perry

























































Kittie T. Brady (signature)










Apr 16, 1894 - Feb 6, 1940
Family Marker: Waters
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Wife ofT. J. Waters
0-7-1
R. L. Brady (signature)























Loy Emerson Brown "Red"
Mar 23, 1927 -Sept25, 1987
-
Family marker: Brown
Marker: SlgSM w FS
Inscription: SC 3 US Navy, WWII
D-7-1
Eva Simmons Branan




F. P. (pete) Newsome
July 20, 1902 - June 23, 1950
Family Marker: Newsome
Marker: SsmSM
--- - .._._. -------- - - _--- - .- ------
,--_._














July 14, 1954 - Aug 2, 1954
Family Marker: Nessmith
Marker: SlgSG
Inscription: Infdau ofJosh T. & Alawayne
Nessmith
Henrietta Varnadoe M'cAllister
















Infson ofChas E. & Jean Rogers
Apr 3, 1954 - Apr 4, 1954
Family Marker: Nessmith
Marker: SlgSMD-7-2
W. R. (Reg) Newsome










Dec 19,1894 - Sep 20, 1971
FamilyMarker: Nessmith
Marker: SsmSMD-7-2
Mattie Irene Sowell Newsome




Walter Cecil Canuette Sr










William L. Foss Ir
Mar 20, 1919 -Aug 11,1976
FamilyMarker: Foss
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript: S ofPearl U. & William L. Foss
D-7-2
Esther Preetorius Canuette




Martha Jean N. Rodgers
Dec 30, 1925 - Jan 23, 1997
Family marker: Nessmith
Marker: SSlI1SM
., _.. . - �- .. _.
- -
D-7-2
Charles B. McAllister Sr
July 6, 1894 - July 25, 1977
Family Marker: McAllister
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: U S ArmyWW I
D-7-2




BLOCK 8, ROWS 1 - 2 (double)
D-8-1
Beulah W. Groover
Oct 22, 1900 - June 10, 1974
.... _ ..__ .
-





Feb 16, 1925 -Aug I, 1974
Family Marker: Foss
Marker: SSloSM
Inscript: WfofWilliam L. Foss Jr
D-7-2
Walter C. Canuette (in memory of)
Dec 8, 1930 - July 4, 1992
Family marker: Canuette
Marker: SSlnSG
Inscription: SFC US Army, Vietnam
D-7-2
Fred Franklin Fletcher



































Lt. Col. Donald D. Screen















Jan 6,1921 - July 23, 1998
Family marker: Foss
Marker: SsmSM
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
D-7-2
Nellie Mae Jenkins Swinson
































Apr 6,1890 - Aug 19, 1959





















Nov 20, 1921 - Nov 12, 1972
Family Marker: Deal
Marker: SlgSGCleo O. Whitlow
May 25, 1912 - July 9, 1984




James Edgar Foy Jr
Nov 6, 1938 - Mar 30, 1998
Family marker: Foy
Marker: DLSM











July 14, 1906 -May 7, 1999
Family Marker: Smith
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript: Our ch: Kenneth Smith, Sue Nell


















Inscription: Our ch: Kenneth Smith, SueNell
Crumbley, Fannie Jo Deal, Ann Jane Nipper
0-8-1
James Edgar Foy Sr




















- . - - ..
D-8-1
William Prather Deal




















Edwin David Banks Sr
Aug 29,1918 - Oct 17, 1995
Family marker: Banks
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: U S Coast Guard, WWII
D-8-1
Russell T. Ivey
June 15, 1915 - May 27, 1995
Family marker: Ivey .
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: S SGT US Army, WWII
D-8-1
Annie Williams Cross










David Curtis infs ofEdwin & Mitt Banks




Jackson Frier DeLoach Jr
Oct 15, 1936 - May 1, 1953
Family Marker: DeLoach
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: born Lyons, Ga; died Swainsboro,
Ga. plane crash. S ofMargaret Evelyn Aldred








Edwin David Banks Jr
Sept 7, 1954 - Apr 19, 1982
FamilyMarker. Banks
Marker: SlgSM
Margaret Evelyn A1drid DeLoach
Apr 16, 1912 -May23, 1994
Family marker: DeLoach
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: b & d Stboro; dau ofDeborah
























Sept 28, 1909 - Oct 22, 1965
Family Marker: DeLoach
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: born Statesboro, Ga; died
Swainsboro, Ga hunting accident. S ofGeorgia

























Leila Collins Brannen (signature)
June 19, 1903 �
Family Marker: Brannen
Marker: SSlilSM




















May 19, 1909 - Jan I, 1984
Family Marker: Lester
Marker: SsmSM


































Dec 22, 1923 - Nov 6, 1979
Family Marker: Allen
Marker: SSIIISM
Inscription: TEC3 US ArmyWW n
D-8-2
Marie B. Brannen


















Jan 4,1894 - Aug 22,1962
Family Marker: Cox
Marker: SlgSM
.---.-------- _',-- -'--Inscription, wfofNeadom James Cox ..
D-8-2
Benjamin Floyd Brannen (signature)
Nov 5,1904 -Apr27, 1985
Family Marker: Brannen
Marker: SsmSM






















Aug 31,1918 - Nov 16,1987
Family Marker: Miller
Marker: SlgSM w copper
Inscription: Sgt U. S. Army WW II
0-8-1
Jesse David Allen






June 14,1909 - Oct 2, 1968
Family Marker: Hollingsworth
Marker: DLUG


























Mar 28, 1896 - Nov 14, 1989
Family Marker: Donaldson (w symbols
Mason, WOW, Eastern Star)
Marker: SlgSM
0-8-2
Family marker: SAPP w double wedding















Oct 24, 1901-Jan 17,1996
Family Marker: Donaldson (w symbols
Mason, WOW, Eastern Star)
Marker: SlgSM
D-8-2
Council A. Dixon, Father
Mar 20, 1885 - Feb 5, 1960
Family Marker: Dixon
Marker: DLUM w F.S.
0-8-2
Allie W. Dixon, Mother
Feb 15,1888 -July 9,1959
Family Marker: Dixon













































Frances Clifford Smith Brannen
















June 13, 1878 - Jan 7,1962
Family Marker: Hunnicutt
Marker: DLUG
Inscription: Marr, July 29, 1906
0-8-2
Wilma Brannen McRae






May 6, 1887 - Sept 4, 1973
Family Marker: Hunnicutt
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: Marr. July 29,1906
0-8-2
Ralph Emerson Moore










. Sept 15, 1871-0ct9, 1951
Marker: SSJIlSM
0-8-2







July 7, 1902 - Apr 14, 1988
Family Marker: Newton
Marker: SlgSG
- - - . .
.. -- . - - ..
0-9-1
Helen Read Deal MD






























Mar 1, 1894 - Feb 13, 1952
Family Marker: Arno & Madge Bennett
Marker: SsmSG
Inscription: Our only childMartha Sue
Keeney
D-8-2
Rosa Lee B. Sutherland








Inscription: Dau ofMartha Anne &
William Richard Cutcliffe
BLOCK 9, ROWS 1 & 2 (Double):
0-8-2
Madge A. Bennett
Nov 18, 1898 -Jan 18, 1976
Family Marker: Arno & Madge Bennett
Marker: SsmSG

































































Nov 30, 1913-Jan27, 1988
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: U S Coast Guard WW II
, 32.< . •
•
0-9-1
John O. Oeal, M. O.
Apr 11, 1918 - Apr 1 1, 1982
Family Marker: Deal
Marker: SSlllSM
Inscription: U S ArmyWW II
0-9-1 • D-9-2
Janie Woodcock Ethridge
Oct 1, 1905 - Aug 1 1, 1976
Family Marker: Woodcock
Marker: SsmSM
Mattie Lou Brannen Lee









Nov 27, 1956 -















April Dolores Metts Rushing
Oec 7,1960-
















Apr 2, 1924 - June 28, 1997










Herschel V. Harvey Jr (signature)
Mar 17,1917 - May 7, 1996




Eula Patricia Hagan Metts
Sept 8, 1929 -

















Eva Mae Brundage Hagan





Annie Mae Lee Shealy OeLoach
May 31.,1918 -Jan 1,1997
Family marker: Harvey - Lee - Shealy
Marker: SlgSM
G. Lynn DuBreuil












Feb 22,1917 - Aug 9,1972
FamilyMarker: Lee - Harvey - Shealy
Marker: SSlnSM
Inscription: SK2 U S Navy WW II
D-9-2
Raymond Robert Durden
















Sept 28, 1881 - Apr 28, 1958
Family Marker: Thomas
Marker: SSlnSM
Symbol: Eastetn Star 0-9-1
JamesW. Cone "Billy"





































Laura Gayle dau ofMlM Bennett Lee
June 13, 1957 -Dec 16, 1957













George Potter Lee (w signature G. P. Lee)
Nov 28, 1888 - Apr 3, 1953
FamilyMarker: Lee - Harvey - Shealy
Marker: SlgSM
.
"-.- �. -- ..._-- -
�-".---------.----
.
. --- -----,_,-- -- .--,--- . -----.- _.- - -, - - -, --- �-.---- - -- ----
,- - - ..








July 5, 1894 - Sep I, 1972




Mar 7, 1920-Feb2I, 1986
Family Marker: Norris
Marker: SsmSM










George Potter Lee Jr (w signature)
Apr 14, 1924 - Mar 5, 1978



















Oct 28,1899 - Jan I, 1969













May 19, 1906-Aug25, 1987
Family Marker: Durden - Bland
Marker: SsmSM
BLOCK 10, ROWS 1 & 2 (Double):
D-IO-l
Robert Moore Benson
Apr 18, 1909-Nov25, 1988
Marker: SlgSM
Mort Marker: Smith Tillman










Dec 25, 1904 - Dec 22, 1956




July 6, 1890 - Sep 24, 1969
Family Marker. Futch
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: Rural letter carrier 1919 - 1960
D-9-2
Billy Durden Bland .
Apr 3, 1910 - May 12, 1983
Family Marker: Durden - Bland
Marker: SsmSM
D-IO-l
Ora Maude Moore Benson
Apr 13, 1880 - Dec 22, 1964
Marker: SlgSM






























Jan 22,1913 - Feb 19, 1988














Sep 2, 1915 -









Alber t Buie Green
Dec 1,1915 - July 11, 1984
Family Marker: Green
Marker: SSIIISM
Inscript: Lt Col U S Air Force
D-I0-l
Nannie Jones Moore
Sep 11, 1890-Feb29, 1960















July II, 1892 - Mar 8, 1976
Family Marker: Hines - Moore
Marker: SlgSM .
• D-I0-l
Virginia Ruth dau ofClem &Willie Lee
Moseley
Nov 3, 1941-Mar25, 1943
Family Marker: Moseley
Marker: SlgSM
, ._.- ... ----- --'.�---------
D-9-2
Johnie Woods Aldred
Dec 23, 1892 - Nov 25, 1952





Mar 27, 1949 - Sept 11, 1997
















D-I0-l D-I0-2 , D-I0-2
Thomas A. Branon
Apr 12,1885 -Dec 27, 1951
Family Marker: Branon - Crockett
Marker: SSlllSG
Oliver Clinton Woodard
May 19, 1924 - Sep 26, 1966
Family Marker: Moseley
Marker: SlgSG
Inscript: Hus ofWillie Ann Moseley
,
Lucille Purser Colosimo





Jan 15, 1914-July 18, 1974
Family Marker: Casey - Durden
Marker: SlgSG w FS










Oct 22, 1886 - Nov 30, 1958




Madeleine B. De Nitto
Feb 19,1900 - Aug 22, 1989









Nov 28, 1904 - Dec 22, 1956





May 16, 1891 - Aug 22, 1973
Family Marker: De Nitto
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript: New York, Pvt U S ArmyWWI
D-I0-2
Fortunato Strozzo





Mar 9, 1907-Aug 15, 1965 '












Aug 4, 1912-Nov22, 1965





Bernard R. De Nitto, Father




Feb 12, 1925 -Mar 27, 1999
Family marker: Strozzo
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: PFC US Army, WWII
D-I0-2
Arthur Howard





May 1, 1961 - May 2, 1961













Annie Lee Wilson Howard



































Nov 17, 1905 -Feb23, 1955
FamilyMarker: Bowen
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: wfofM J Bowen
Irvin Alexander Brannen
.
Dec 6,1882 - Nov 5,1957
Family Marker: Brannen
Marker: SlgSM














Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
0-10-2
Carrie Mae Brinson Brannen
Oct 2, 1892 - Sep 10, 1986
Family Marker: Brannen
Marker: SlgSM
Symbols: NSDAR, Eastern Star




Mar 22, 1889 -May 28,1958
Family Marker: Orvin
Marker: SsmSM
BLOCK 11, ROWS 1-2 (double)'
D-l1-1
A. P. (Bish) Murphy
June 25, 1907 - June 9, 1954
Family Marker: Murphy































July 5, 1893 - Oct 14, 1965





Feb 9, 1880 - Apr 28, 1956
Family marker: Beall
Markerw FS: DRUG (multi name)
o-u-i
John D. Sapp
Mar 31, 1926 - Jan 27, 1986
Family marker: Sapp
Marker: SsmSG









Dec 9, 1905 - Aug 21, 1995
Family marker: Beall
Marker: DLUG (multi name)
D-l1-1
Jackey David Colley





July 7, 1918-Mar9, 1964 .
Family Marker: Mercer - Mobley
Marker: SsmSBronze
















May 28, 1914 - July 4, 1957
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: Father of. Phillip Anthony, Ralph
Emory Jr., Mary Susan Howard
o-u-t
Ruth Prosser Rucker




John Frank Colley, Sr




--> .. - - " .. _- - --_ --_ - - ----





















July 6, 1907 - Feb 101988




July 16, 1897-Sept5, 1979.
Family Marker: Whaley





Nov 16, 1893 - Aug 23, 1967




Oct 15,1896 -Jan 13,1960









Sep 19, 1891 - Nov 28,1956






Family Marker: Hollingsworth - Minich
Marker. SSlllSG
[1989 marker at location; 412001 moved]
D-l1-1
Jody F. Colley
















Jan 15, 1935 - Apr 13,2000
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner






n-u-t Aug 27, 1906-Apr9, 1984
Pearl Collins Newton Family Marker: Sapp







July 9, 1917-Mar2, 1998




Jan 4, 1932 - Nov 13, 1959
Marker: SsmS Bronze
Symbol: American Legion
Inscript: Ga CS2 U S Navy Korea
[1989 two following Haddock marked graves
present; 412001 they were not at Ioaction]
n-u-r
Annie t, Haddock
















Dec 19, 1908 - July 4, 1968
Family Marker: Boatright
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript: Mother and friend
Ruth Esther Waters












. Mildred "Midge" W Archer
Dec 5, 1925 -Nov 18,1999
Family marker: Waters
Marker: SsmSG











Mortuary marker: Joiner Anderson
D-II-2
Roy Aldred











Inscript: Infson ofMlM J. P. Foldes
0-11-2
Carrie A. Etheridge
Oct 8,1909 - Jan 3 1981
Marker: SsmSM
D-11-2
A. F. (Pete) Mikell






Aug 18, 1893 -Apr 19,1983
Family Marker: Miller
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: Husb; Pvt U. S. ArmyWWI
D-11-2
Remer Coleman Barnes





Feb 5, 1885 - Oec 20, 1979
Marker: SSll1SM

























Roy A. Hunter D.D.S.

















BLOCK 12, ROWS 1 - 2 (double)
D-II-2
Aden Asbury Flanders



































Willie Lou Jernigan Moore





Jan 10, 1909 - Dec 1 I, 2000














July 18, 1903 - May 22, 1964





Dec 29, 1935 -















Jan 10, 1931 - May 29, 1999
Family marker: Blackburn - Hogan
Marker: SsmSG
•
Inscription: S SGT US Air Force Korea
Leo Roach ,,'
Jan 29, 1913-May26, 1989
Family marker: Roach - Yarbough
, Mortuary Marker: Smith-Tillman
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: TEC 5 US Army WWII 0-12-1
Emily Powell Drinkard





Aug 10, 1903 - Oct 16,1990
Family marker: Blackburn




June 19,1903 -Jan 15,1989
Family Marker: Kennedy - Seckinger
Marker: SsmSG 0-12-1
Edwin A. Drinkard
Feb 15, 1894 - Dec 8, 1972
Marker: SlgSM w bronze




Apr 14, 1903 - Oct 20, 1970




Feb 26, 1900 - Aug 2, 1997
Family marker: Blackburn
Mortuary marker: J Hoyt Thomas F H
Marker: SSlllSG 0-12-2











Elder Ernest B. Seckinger
Mar 9, 1881-Aug24, 1963
Family Marker: Kennedy - Seckinger
Marker: SsmSG





















Family marker: Kennedy - Seckinger
Marker: SSlnSG
D-12-2















Elder E. W. Powell









Rev. George Dewey Wynn












Susie Mae Collins Hutchinson






















































Jan 25, 1875 - Feb 28, 1958




CharlesD. Gay Nov 19, 1921-July 1, 1997
.Nov 5, 1933 ':' , _ _. . "" ', __ " family.marker: Bl'!_nn�.


















July 1, 1882 - Oct 23, 1963







June 23, 1893 - Oct 29, 1956
Family Marker: Hotchkiss
Marker: SsmSG
Inscript: Ga Pvt Co H 43 InfWWI
, 0-12-2
William Ira Lord
May 1, 1884 - Jan 4,1959


















Jan 13, 1922 - Nov 15, 1986
Family Marker: Lane
Marker: SlgSG
Inscript/Symbol: Mason; Devoted father
0-12-2
JoeWillis Oeal





June 27, 1907 -Feb 10,1971
Marker: SSIIISM
Inscript: Ga CPL U. W. Army WWII
0-12-2
Wiley Mikell





































Lena Belle Brannen Hanner





July 4, 1911-Nov26, 1960















Ouida Brannen Peacock Wells






















Clyde Enneis [sic] Cail





















BLOCK 13, ROWS 1 & 2 (double):
0-13-1
Eloise Hodges Phillips




A. Barto Lord, Daddy
Feb 6, 1891-June29, 1957 .













Leila M. Lord, Mother
Jan 22, 1902 - Dec 6, 1979














John W. (Jack) Morton










Feb 5, 1873 - May 25, 1960




James David Collins Jr "Jimmy"










Mar 9, 1893 - Mar 5, 1978
Family Marker: Barnes - Mikell
Marker: SsmSG
D-13-1
William Wallace Pollard, Father
Nov 20, 1897 - July 2, 1986
Family Marker: Pollard
Marker: DLUM w FS
D-13-2
Anne Y. S. Sack





Aug 2, 1902 - May 30, 1967
Family Marker: Barnes - Mikell
Marker: SsmSG
D-I3-1
Pearl Howard Pollard, Mother
Apr 10,1903 -Dec 1,1993
Family Marker: Pollard
Marker: DLUM w FS
D-13-2
Emory A. Allen
Jan 5, 1917-July8, 1974
Family Marker: Allen
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript: Sgt US Army
D-13-1
Lemuel Elma Gould





June 27, 1899-0ct 15, 1962













Mar 8, 1919-Nov 14, 1971
Family Marker: Barnes - Mikell
Marker: SsmSG
Inscript: Ga S Sgt 147lnfWWlI
D-I3-1
Myrtice Harvey Akins










Feb 3, 1913 -June 13,1980



















Oct 12, 1912-June2, 1958









Oct 26, 1909 - Aug 14, 1948




Mar 22, 1900 - Jan 28, 1970
Family Marker: Bennett - Stephens
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript: SN US NavyWWI
D-13-2
Margaret Bird Joyner









Willie Mae Stephens Skinner
Apr 27, 1910-Sep24, 1988
























James David Collins Sr "I ..D."
May 25, 1915 -Dec 22, 1995
Family marker: Collins
Marker: SsmSM
- Inscription: S2 US NavyWWII
D-13-1
Vivian Lee Brannen Morton




Charlotte Turner Lane Brannen, Teacher
Sept 16, 1944 - Sept 5, 1997
Family marker: Turner
Marker: SlgSM
.. . . . .












Nov 23, 1921 - Dec 22, 1966
Family Marker: Brunson - Mock
Marker: SsmSMD-13-2
James Lee Swint










Symbol: Eastern Star emblem
Inscript: Our children: George Carroll Jr;
Larry Lewis; Marion Jerome (Jerry); Deborah
Lucille. Symbol NSDAR
D-13-2
Geraldine Pope Swint "Jerry"








Inscript: Infson ofLucille & George Hagins
BLOCK 14, ROWS 1 & 2 (Double)
D-14-1
James R. Brannen
June 2, 1946 - Sep 20, 1966
Family Marker: Brannen
Marker: SsmSM
Inscript: Dedic to memory ofour beloved son &
brother James Robert Brannen PFC 1 stDiv U S
Marine Corp. Killed in action near DaNang,







































Robert Augustus (Rob) Daniel
(open grave; infor from obituary. Died July
1989, injured in auto accident; 16 yr old; son
ofGene and Linda Daniel; maternal
grandparents, Mary Sue and Claude Batastini,
Columbus; paternal great-grandmother, Mary
Shaw, Columbus)










Abbi Joshua s ofM'M S J Newton










Mar 5, 1896-JuneI7, 1961
Marker: SsmSCopper














Nov 27, 1920-Mar22, 1998
Family marker: Akins
Marker: SlgSG w copper
Inscription: Lt US NavyWWII
D-13-2
Harold S. Olliff Sr
Nov 5, 1923 - Feb 10, 1990
Marker: SsmSG w copper
Inscription: MMC US Navy, Korea
D-14-1
WoodrowWilson Key





Mar 30,1921 - Nov 24,1998
Family marker: Akins
Marker: SlgSG w copper
0-13-2
Jessie H. DeLoach
Jan 29, 1901-May 11,1964
FamilyMarker: DeLoach
Marker: SsmSM




Dec 20, 1962-MarI7, 1963
Marker: SlgSM









George Carroll Hagins Sr




Inscript: OUf children: George Carroll Jr;
Lewis; Marion Jerome (Jerry); Deborah
. .._.. - -- -- - -" -_. ---- _.=Lucille. Athletic Halls ofFame: SHS Oct







Lizzie M. Shuman Smith





Oct 5, 1924 - Apr 19, 1960











- - - -- - - - - - - - --_ - - . . -
•
. .




George W. Hathcock, Father






John C. Adams Sr
Dec 4, 1907 - Nov 29, 1986
Family Marker: Adams
Marker: SsmSG
lnscript: Maj U S Army WWII
Geraldine Minick "Deanie" Mother







Essie L. Hathcock, Mother
1910 - 1996
Family marker: Hathcock















Apr 11, 1926 - Nov 1, 1978
FamilyMarker: Hathcock
Marker: SSI11SM
Inscript: U S Air Force Korea
D-14-1
Jennifer "Jenni' dau ofGeraldine & James
Minick'























C. L. (Check) Manuel
Mar 9, 1900 - Mar 2, 1966
Family Marker: Manuel








Gregory James infs ofMlM James R. Hutchkiss
Oct 15,1965
Marker: SSJI1SG
- -_ .__ . -�- .. - "---- -
D-14-1
Infs ofMlM J. L. Steptoe
Oct 7, 1961
" - - .. --Marker:-SsmSM ,
D-14-1
John Monroe




May 17,1883 -Dec 15,1965
Family Marker: Lowery
Marker: DLUM - ... . ... . ... _. - .
D-14-1
Chester L. Manuel Jr
Dec 22,1929 - Oct 11,1992
Family marker: Manuel
Marker: SSJnSM
Inscription: CPL US Army, Korea
D-14-1
Thomas Alvin Gerrald




Curtis R. Lee, Father






















Lois S. Brannen, Mother




Curtis Robert Lee Jr









Eugene T. Brannen "B1Jzz", Son





July 25, 1917 - July 30, 1965
Family Marker: Waters
Marker: SSI11SG








Aug 26, 1918 -June 16, 1988
Family Marker: Pennington
Marker: SSJnSM
Inscript: T Sgt U S Army Air CorpWWII
D-14-2
Michael John Waters'














Dec 19, 1943 - Apr 29, 1985
FamilyMarker: Pennington
Marker: SsmSG
[Info from Smith Tillman Mortuary: Parents,
Mary Simmons & Malloy J. Pennington]
Julia M. Barber
Sept 2, 1961 - July 16, 1998
Family marker: Waters
Marker: SsmSG






























Jan 26, 1921 -
Family marker: Hendrix
Marker: SLSG








Jan 30, 1937 -
Family marker: Hendrix
Marker: DRSG
























TimothyWayne s ofLinda Blackburn &
Melvin Edenfield















Apr 5, 1907 - Dec 22, 1986
Family Marker: Stephens























Nov 27, 1913 -July 17, 1967
Marker: SSlltSM











Apr 8,1885 -Aug 13,1967
Family marker: Pelote
Marker: SSlllSG
Inscription: MarrNov 28, 1915
D-14-2
Sarah G. Sherrod
June 7, 1893 - Feb 23, 1962










Sept 12, 1897 - Dec 1, 1990
Family marker: Pelote
Marker: SsmSG
Inscription: MarrNov 28, 1915
D-14-2
Clara SherrodWise
















.- . ••• • _. .. - -- . -_ ... - . -. --- .'-' - -.-
_----�.. -- _,_,_. -_ -
.
- -_ .. - - - --------
.
. - _- - • •
•













Jan 22,1912 - May 21, 1989












Sept 27, 1936 -
























"Ann" Anna Wolfenbarger Rocker
Sept 9, 1916 - Sept 17, 1992
Family marker: Rocker
Marker: SlgSM
Inscript: Proverbs 31: 1 0-28
E-l-1
"Alvin" Alvin Gordon







Nov 18, 1909 -Mar 8,1985
Family marker: Rose
Marker: DLUM






STATESBORO EAST SIDE CEMETERY
SECTION E, right ofMain entrance, Hwy 80
E-I-2
Arnold P. Rose















Aug 24, 1903 - july 24, 1993
Family marker: Proctor
Marker: DLUM









W. J. "Bill" Alderman
Sept 8, 1913 - Mar l , 1994
Family marker: Alderman
Marker: DRUG




May 17, 1921 - Dec 18, 999
Family marker: Hunnicutt
Marker: DLUG
Mort Marker: Hubert O. Baker
E-I-3
Ouida S. Proctor
Oct 28, 1933 - Dec 30, 1988
Family marker: Proctor
Marker: DLUM
Inscription: Wife; Our ch Allen Proctor,
Lisa Proctor, our gd ch Jennifer Proctor,
Jaclyn Proctor, Tripp Downing
E-I-2
Joseph C. Hunnicutt









Inscription: Husband; Our ch Allen
Proctor, Lisa Proctor, our gd ch Jennifer
Proctor, Jaclyn Proctor, Tripp Downing
E-I-2
Paul M. Hodges
July 27, 1916 - Aug 22, 1982
Family marker: Hodges
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: PVT U. S. Army, WW1I
E-I-2
Ruby C. Hodges























































Nov 15, 1901-Feb3, 1981
Family marker: Laircey






Aug 9,1944 - Sept 26,1975
Marker: SlgSG w FS





, , Marker; DLUG
• E-I-3
Robert H. Zetterower




Richard "Ricky" James Law




Sept 18,1901 - Sept 17, 1968
Family marker: Laircey
Marker: DRUG w FS
Inscription: Father E-I-3











Sept 24, 1928 -
Family marker: Baggett'
Marker: DLUG
Inscription: Our ch Mary Coletta, Rufus
Allen, gd ch Tashia July Baggett, Smith
Allen Baggett, Andrew Baggett Childers,
















May 26, 1924 - Oct 23, 1986
Family marker: Baggett
Marker: DRUG w FS
Inscription: Our chMary Coletta, Rufus
Allen, our gd ch Tashia July Baggett,
Smith Allen Baggett, Andrew Baggett















March 11, 1918-Jan2, 1986








William Henry Toole (Bill)








Sept 12, 1928 - Feb 18, 1967

















Inscription: ch Paul Lewis Rushing,







Inscription: Wife & mother
E-I-4
Thomas LamarOlliff
July 20, 1926 - Apr 23, 1990
Family marker: Olliff
Marker: DLUG
Inscription: Marr. Sept 15, 1944; our ch.
Derita, Delores, Tommy, Terrell, David, ,
Renaee, Cindy, Greg, Karen, Phil, Kevin.










July 12, 1926-Jan3, 1977
Family marker: Thompson - Sitcer
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: Fl US NavyWWII
E-I-3
Clarence A. Sasser





Dec 22, 1969-Dec 12,1981








Inscription: Born: Esto, FI,WWII, Europe






June I I, 1917 - Dec 16, 1988
Family marker: Rushing
Marker: SlgSG (red)
, Inscription: ch Paul Lewis Rushing,
















May 24,1975 - May 24, 1975
Marker: SsmSG










July 13, 1908-Dec27, 1982









Father Emit L. Hodges

















Mother Maggie Ellis Hodges





Michael "Mike" Allen Moore
Apr 12, 1955 - July 17, 1983
Family Marker: Olliff - Moore
Marker: SsmSG
Mortuary marker: Barnes, Hodges, Turner
E-l-4
Andrew Lloyd Brannen






Sept 23, 1911 - Apr 4, 1980





Betty OlliffMoore "Betty lune"
Nov 6, 1931-0ct9, 1997
Family marker: Olliff-Moore
Marker SsmSG
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
E 1-4
Beulah Bragg Brannen





June 13, 1912 - June 3,1984










June 19, 1889 - Mar 18, 1971
Family Marker: Alderman - Howard
Marker: SsmSG
E-l-4
F. DeWitt Alderman, Jr.
Apr 18, 1943 -
Family Marker: Rushing - Alderman
Marker: SlgSM
_. - ---
._ - - - -. - ---.-- --. � --- - -- _._- -- -.- _._._- -- .. -_ - -_
_.--_._-
.,
- -_ .. - -' '_ ,� '.
E-I-4
Nora ZetterowerMiller
Feb 9,1913 - Mar 12,1991
Family Marker: Miller
Marker: SlgSG
Inscription: Nora Z. Shoares
E-I-4
Edith Howard Alderman
Feb 7, 1902-Apr30, 1991




Jan 26, 1945 -




Oct 23, 1915-SeptI9, 1983
Family Marker: Proctor
Marker: SlgSG
Symbol: U S Veteran
E-I-4
Nathan Ellis Howard
Apr 15, 1879-Apr12, 1974















Feb 28, 1880 -Aug 19,1970


































Ossie Jones Henderson (Signature)



















Lucille Hester Harville Zetterower
















BLOCK 2, ROWS 1 & 2 (double):
E�2-1
Mary LeeWilson Rimes















Mar 30, 1917 - Aug 27, 1990
Family marker: Nessmith
. Marker: DRSG

















Marvin Percy Rimes Jr




Marvin Percy Rimes Sr































Sept 28, 1915 - June 9, 1989
Family marker: Waters
Mortuary marker: Kennedy Fu.Hm
Marker: SlgSG
Inscription: Ssgt US Army WWII
E-2-1
Anne Ritenour Stephens









, - , - . -' .. - - - - - -, - -- -, -� - - . ------- --_ -_ ,- ------. ',' -_. "'--- .. _" _,_ --
, ,















July 4, 1914-Dec27, 1987
Family marker: Stephens
Marker: DRUM w FS
Inscription: SFC US Army, Korea
Symbol: U S Veteran
E-2-1
Terrell Joseph Harville
June 8, 1910 - Aug 7, 1970











Jan 9, 1915 � Feb 14, 1999
Family marker: Williams
Marker: SlgSM
Carl H. Vail Jr
Sept 8, 1939 -
Family marker: Smith
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Son ofLucileN. Smith
•
E-2-1
































Marker: SlgSM with no inscription
E-2-1
Martha Gay Nessmith






















Dec 28, 1898 -July 17, 1986
Family marker: Hart
Marker: SlgSG









July 20, 1902 - Nov 18, 1962
Family Marker: Anderson - Mock
Marker: SlgSM
E-2-1
Joseph A. Hart Sr













Mar 9, 19I7-June4, 1971
Family Marker: Anderson - Mock
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: ch Buford Eugene; Ronella
Ann; Jewell Kay
Rex Hart
July 6, 1918 -June23, 1973
Family marker: Hart
Marker: SlgSG
Inscription: Ga S Sgt US Army, WW II
•
E-2-2
V irdie Collins Mock
Aug 8, 1893 - June 7, 1974
Marker: SlgSM E-2-2
Jewell A. Mock Schwanebeck
Aug 27, 1992 - Jan 27, 2001




Apr 19, 1916 - Sept II, 1992
Marker: SsmSG
Inscription: Msft US Air Forces Korea
E-2-2
Virgil Keebler Harville




Oct 27, 1962 - Oct 31, 1962
Marker: SsmSG
E-2-1
Ruth Ann Waters Satcher
Sept 10, 1932 - May 3, 1994
Marker: SlgSM E-2-2
Annie D. Riggs Harville
Oct 6, 1908 - Aug 29, 1995
Family marker: Harville
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: wfofVirgil K. Harville, dau of
Robert H. and Sadie Riggs. Ch. Peggy Ann




Nov 28, 1908 - Oct 11, 1974
FamilyMarker: Hursey
Marker: SSlI1SG
Inscription: AS US NavyWWII
E-2-2
Myrtie Ackerman Cassedy











Tiffany Van Voorhis, daughter

















Feb 10,1913 - May 1, 1995
Family Marker: Nessmith
Marker:DRSG
Inscription: Son Charles Ricky
E-2-2
James Barney Averitt
July 10, 1896 - July 10, 1982
Family Marker: Averitt
Marker: SlgSM















Sept IS, 1918 - July 4, 1977
Family Marker: Casey - McGraw
Marker: SSlllSG
Jessie OlliffAveritt
Feb 28, 1898 - Apr 30, 1993
Family marker: Averitt
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: WfofJames Barney Averitt
E-2-2
Elizabeth Lanier Smith





Oct 9, 1897 - Feb 27, 1985















Infant daughter ofMlM Lamar Smith
E-2-2
Ora Joy McGraw
Feb 19, 1900 -Oct 7, 1986
Familymarker: Casey - McGraw
Marker: SSI11SG E-2-2











Nov 23, 1902 - Dec 13, 1978
Family Marker: Anderson - Mock
Marker: SlgSM
- .
. . � -
E-2-2
Hubert Riley Smith











William Hampton Smith Jr.







Sept 10, 1893 - July 31, 1970


















Feb 11, 1893 - Aug 12, 1977
Family marker: Clifton - Newsome
Marker: SsnlSG
.
William Hampton Smith Sr
















Sept 28, 1925 - .
Family marker: Winskie
Marker: SlgSG
Symbol: Double wedding ring with date
Aug 12, 1944E-2-2
Edwin H. son ofW H & Lucy Smith














































































Ruby Carroll Me Elveen
Feb 25, 1915 - Feb 23,2001















Leon D. Me Elveen
May 30,1893 -Apr29, 1963



































Sept 25, 1909 - June 12, 1990
Family marker: Denmark
Marker: SsmSG
. . - - - -
..
. '.
- - . -
. - , � - - ----- ,. . - ..- -_._ ----- . - ---- -._ -






Sept 10-1934 - Nov 1, 1994
Family marker: Denmark
Marker: SslS concrete
Mortuary marker: Morrison FuHm,




Johnnie Faye Allen Lechleider

















Marker: DRSG w copper
E-3-2
Nelia Hunt Allen





Mar 31, 1899 - Aug 28, 1978















Aug 1, 1908 - Nov 2, 1972
Marker: SlgSM
E-3-2
James Gilbert Cone Sr




Feb 4, 1919-June3, 1974
Family marker: Firges - Hargrove
Marker: SSlllSM
E-3-2
Lisa Eileen, dau ofWalter G. & Eileen S.
Woodrum






















May 14, 1897 - Sept 5, 1981
Family marker: Firges - Hargrove
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: PVT U S ArmyWW I
E-3-1
Fred J. Firges Jr
May 12, 1928-0ct4, 1984









Jan 3, 1909 - Dec 5,1997
Family marker: Ruff - Cone
Marker: SsmSG
E.3-1
. Helen M. Ellery
June 4, 1901 -Nov 17, 1987








James Gilbert Cone Jr.
Feb 15,1935 -Aug 14,1996
Family marker: Ruff - Cone
Marker: SsmSG
E-3-1
William Madison Dewberry Jr















William Madison Dewberry III

























D. K. "Doc" Boyd, father





Verda Mae P. Boyd, mother
Jan 9, 1904 - May 20, 1995
Family marker: Boyd
Marker: SlgSG
-- -_. - - ----. ---- --------
E-3-1
Ronald James Rowand









Willie Hendricks "Bill" Chandler

































Apr 24, 1900 - Dec 28, 1975















Oct 28, 1899 - July 5, 1985
Family marker: Harville - Gay
Marker: SlfSM
Inscription: Mother ofJack Inman Harville
E-4-1
Eleanor Granade Lovett










Nov 29, 1923 -May 22,1965
















Aug 16,1977 - Jan 26, 1998


































John J. "Jim" Thackston Jr.















Aug 6, 1946 - Sept 5, 1999
Family marker: Helmuth
Marker: SsmSG
Mortuary marker: JakeA Futch Fu Hm,
Statesboro
E-4-1
Emma Fordham Johnson, Mother




Dr. John L. Jackson









Sam W. Johnson, Father








Inscription: Mother, friend, lady
E-4-1
Floy D. Thackston, Jr.
Sept 9, 1912 - Mar 30, 1997
Family marker: Thackston
Marker: SsmSG






BLOCK 4, ROWS 1 & 2 (double):
E-4-1
Lillie M. Gay




































June 26, 1970 - Mar 4, 1971
Family marker: Williams
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: dau ofCarroll & Marilyn
Williams
(Record surveyed 1986; 03-17-2001 this
marker no longer at this grave site)
E-4-1
Lee Roy Parker













Bonnie Lou Futch Rushing





















Oct 17, 1935 - Feb 7, 2000
Family marker: Olliff
Marker: DRSG
















Marker: SsmSG w copper

























Marker: SSlllSG w copper
E-4-1
Cleo S. Russell
Oct 22, 1915 -
Familymarker: Russell
Marker: ERUG E-4-2
Nelle Laverne & Charles David Russell
Jan 10, 1971-Jan 11, 1971
Family marke: Hunnicut
Marker: SlgSM











Marker: SsmG w copper
Inscription: mother ofBarbara L. Hardy
E-4-1
Doyce J. Dominy
















Aug 11, 1899 -Mar 12,1984
Marker: SsmSM (black)
Inscription: born Sacramento, Calif. Died
Statesboro, Ga. Beloved mother
E-4-2
Dorothy Goolsby Daniel





Lula Mae C. Hodges




Donald McCoy Curry, M.D.






Dr. George Eddie Hodges












William McKinley Johnson "Pa"





May 3, 1915· Apr 19, 1983
Family Marker: Lewis
Marker: DRUM















, "Mortuary marker: Rinehart & Sons ,.
-.�---. "_---
•




-- - - . - .




I-.__-_. ,---- -_�. -_ -- - ._ --- -
E-4-2
Luther E. Shaw
Mar 6, 1902 - Apr 7, 1984
Mortuary marker: Smith-Tillman
E-4-2
Mrs. Eunice W. Shaw








Aug 20, 1904 - Mar 4, 1977
Family marker: Lanier
Marker: DLUG w FS
Inscription: PFC U S Army,WWII
E-4-2
Sally Buie Lanier
Apr 5, 1911-Dec7, 1985
Family marker: Lanier
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: our ch Sylvia Ann













Edith Bell Tyson Lovett











Nov 23, 1907 - Dec 30, 1975
Family marker: Stabler
Marker: SSDtSM
Inscription: born Calhoun Co. S.C.; died
Loris, S.C.; Veteran ofWWTI; Buford
Kaminer Stabler son ofLouis Kaminer &
Louella Bogard Stabler. Marr. Sallie
•
Flora Shelley, dau ofHenry Hoyt&
Mollie Daniel Shelley, Nov 26,1932. Ch.







Inscription: bornMarion Co. S.C.; SEE
inscription ofBuford Kaminer Stabler
above.
..




Elder Virgil Francis Agan




Inscription: Minister ofPrimitive Baptist
Faith for more than 70 years
E-5-1
A. Marvin Lowe










Nov 2, 1894 - July 26, 1977
Family marker: Agan
Marker: SlgSM




Apr 1, 1927 - Sept 22, 1997
Family marker: Hodges
Marker: DLUGE-4-2
Virgil F. Agan, Jr





June 21,1905 - Feb 16,2000
Family marker: Gulledge
Marker: SlgSM
Mortuary marker: Joiner - Anderson
E-4-2
Wendell Holmes Burke




Inscription: Husb ofEmma Autry; father of




Oct 22, 1900 - June 4, 1990
Family marker: Gulledge
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: U S Navy Retired




Dec 4, 1914-Apr 13, 1999
Family marker: Burke
Marker: SslSM
Inscription: Wife ofWendel} for 60 yrs.
Mother ofHugh & Hal
E-4-2
Hugh Wendell Burke
Sept 17, 1942 - Oct 30, 1960
Family marker: Burke
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: AMinisterial student atMercer
Univ. for only five weeks. He had attended
Baptist Student Conference in Athens, Ga., .









Lyman L. Dukes Sr
Mar 10, 1916-0ct26, 1985
Family marker: Dukes
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: Served his country duringWW




Oct 18, 1907 - Dec 4, 1973
Family marker: Banks
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Father ofSmith Callaway
Banks, Glenda Fay Banks Mattox
E-5-1
Daisy Dugger Dukes










Apr 17, 1904 - Apr 14, 1995
Family marker: Banks
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Wife ofOsbome Callaway
Banks; Mother ofhis children.
E-5-1
Roberta R. Mallard
Jan 15, 1917 - Feb 26,2000
Marker: SslSM
Mortuary marker: Anderson-Joiner
BLOCK 5, ROWS 1 & 2 (double)
E-5-1
Winnie L. Lowe














Sept 18, 1886 - Nov 13, 1967
Family marker: Mallard - Hamilton
Marker: SlgSM
E-5-1 • Marker: SlgSM
Edna Woods Akins





Sept 21, 1921 - Nov 8, 1970
Family marker: Powell
Marker: SsmSM







May 8,1894. Mar 10,1961




Feb 14, 1896 - Oct 30,1968
Family marker: Akins '.
Marker: SsmSM .




Jan 19, 1881-Jan23, 1976
Family marker: Mallard - Hamilton
Marker: SlgSM
E-5- I .
Sara Ruth Mallard Hamilton
July 13,1909 - July 3, 2000










July ]7, 1944 - May 1, 1952
Family marker: Franklin
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Our children: Deborah Elaine,





Feb 28, 1927 - Jan 11, 1994
Family marker: Akins
Marker: SSltlSCopper








June 23, 1913 - Sept 26, 1996




Apr 17,1947 -Jan I, 1970
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Born Ft. Benning, Ga.; died









William 01an Stubbs Sr.
Apr 29, 1907 - May 7,1968
Family marker: Stubbs - Waters
Marker: SlgSM



















Aug 29, 1936 -Oct 11,1988
Family marker: Stubbs - Waters
Marker: SlgSM
Footstone: SP4 US Army
E-5-1
Jerry Bradley







[Record surveyed 1986� 3/2212001 this









Sept 16, l896-Oct22, 1974
SsmSM
Inscription: PVT US Army
E-5-1
Mary Kathleen Kennedy NeSmith .










Spt 17, 1916 - Sept 26, 1978
Family marker: Lee
Marker: DLUG
Inscription: SI U S Navy,WWII
E-5-1
Andrew Powell NeSmith









Footstone: CPL US Army,WWlI
E-5-2
Irene H. Lee
May 8, 1922 - July 11, 1972
Family marker: Lee
Marker: DRUG










May 16, 1915 -Apr 11,1970
Family marker: Kennedy
Marker: SSlllSBronze














--------�----.------- ---_--..__ ---- .----. - --- -- - .. - ----






















Oct 18, 1924 - May 22, 1971
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: Ga, AEM2, U S Navy,
wwn, American Legion symbol
E-5-2 • E-5-2
H. C. (Pete) Bazemore
Sept 30,1909 - Dec 9,1989
Family marker: Bazemore
Marker: SlgSM





















Oct 22, 1894 -Mar 2, ] 970
Family marker: Olliff
Marker: SlgSM
Symbol: American Legion E-5-2
Harry B. Smith
Mar 28,1922 - Dec 25,1982
Family marker: Smith
Marker: SsmSG
Inscription: U. S. Navy, WWII
E-5-2
Herbert Paul Womack Sr






















Sept 5, 1910 - Feb 7, 1994
Family marker: Olliff
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: S. ofHorace Nathaniel









Sept 12, 1919 -
Family marker: Roberts
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: Mother, married 21 Nov 1937;




















Nov 29, 1951 -
Family marker: Olliff
Marker: SlgSM









Aug 6, 1905 - Oct 15, 1990
Family marker: Oliver
Marker: SlgSG
BLOCK,6, ROWS 1 & 2 (double)
E-6-1
Julia Belle Quattlebaum Groover





May 15, 1933 - Sept 17, 1989
Family marker: Vickery
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: PVT US Army, Korea
• E-5-2
Mamie Lou Howard Tidwell
Apr 24, 1906 - Apr 11, 1982
Familymarker: Tidwell
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Mother ofDorothy Kennedy





































Mar 3, 1912 -Mar 16, 1975
Familymarker: Howard
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Father ofClaude Arthur
Howard Jr, Cecil Brannen Howard
E-6-1
Roland E. Hodges




Inscription: Our ch Johnny, Kenneth, Judy
E-5-2
James W. Hagan
Sept 10,1917 - Dec 21, 1992
Family marker: Hagan
Marker: DLUM
- ,. .. - ...
Footstone: US ArmyWWII
- .�- --- -
















Mortuary marker: Smith Tillman
• E-6-1
Odessa Dennis Cason











Oct 16, 1893 - Mar 2,1968





Aug 17, 1915 - Dec 4, 1990
















Feb 12, 1910-0ct24, 1997
Family marker: Cartee
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Our ch Jimmy, Jo Ann, Gene
E-6-1
Samuel Eugene Jenkins
May 4, 1925 - May 23, 1970
Family marker: Jenkins
Marker: SlgSM w FS
Inscription: Ga Sgt 156 OM Bakery Co,
WWII
E-6-1







Feb 6, 1908 -Feb 15,1981
Family marker: Cartee
Markr: SlgSM
Inscription: Our ch Jimmy, Jo Ann, Gene
E-6-1
John Evans Gillis























July 27,1896 - Dec 29, 1975
Family marker: Mikell
Marker: SsmSG
Inscription: wfofRemer C. Mikell
E-6-1
James A. Williams



















Nov 25,1889 -May 18, 1979













In Memory ofJohn Taylor Pruitt






Mar 24, 1886 - Nov 12, 1952
Familymarker: Snellgrove - Carroll
Marker: SlgSG
E-6-1
Charles Robert Pound "Bob"





Jan 17, 1909-Apr2, 1990










Nov 15, 1912 - June 10, 1981
Family marker: Pruitt
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: wfofFleming Smith Pruitt.
Worthy Grand Matron ofGa Order of




Family marker: Snellgrove - Carroll
E-6-2
Theodore Roosevelt Rogers











Jan 19, 1910-Sept20, 1975
Family marker: Pruitt
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: husband ofSarah Peavy Pruitt;
Masonic symbol . .
E-6-2
Mattie Newton Rogers









. .. - .. .












Nov 29, 1942-May 17, 1990
Family marker: Boatwright Donaldson
Marker: SJgSM
Inscription: In memory of
•


















May 1, 1888 - Jan 13, 1987
Family marker: Boatwright - Donaldson
Marker: SlgSM
.. E-6-2






Mar 11,1894 - July 23,1966






















Feb 15, 1899 - Nov 30, 1990




Nov 22, 1909 - June 22, 1982
Family marker: Jackson
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: BM2 U S Navy, WWlI
E-6-2
Clatie Burke Donaldson























Dec 24, 1891 -Apr 16,1967
Family marker: Jenkins
Marker: SlgSM w FS
Inscription: PVT U S Army,WWI E-6-2
John Buren Altman













































May 12, 1918 - Sept 11, 1997
Family marker: Wallace
Marker: SsmSG
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
















Unmarked grave, at foot ofMilner above
(3/1989)
E-6-2








July 11, 1882 - Mar 17,1968
Family marker: jordan
Marker: SlgSG
Inscription: Methodist Min. for 47 yr
E-6-2
Rufus Judson Brown





Oct 26, 1953 - Apr 8, 1967
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: Son ofDol-Rease D. & James
H. Smith










Mar 2, 1894 - Feb 22, 1984
Family marker: Jordan - . '.. ..
Marker: SJgSG
- -. . .
.
-- --- --.- ---_. �-








Frank Cleveland Parker Jr
Sept 6, 1910 - Mar 18, 1998
Marker: SlgSM
Thomas L. Cofer'
Dec 3, 1890 - Sept 18, 1964
Marker: SSIIISG






Dec 20, 1923 - Mar 2, 1996
Family marker: Clements Swint Taulbee
Marker: SSlllSG
E-6-2








Aug 30, 1919-Jan 16, 1970
Family marker: Barnes
Marker: SSlnSG
Inscription: Ga CPL Medical DeptWWII
E-7-1
Green W. Duggan
Mar 23, 1921 - Sept 9, 1966
Family marker: Duggan - Anderson
Marker: SsmSG








Sept 30, 1914 - Dec 10, 1973
Family marker: Mikell
Marker: SSlllSM
Inscription: Ga S Sgt Army Air Forces
WWlI
E-6-2





Mar 16,1903 -Feb5, 1994
Family marker: Lightfoot
Marker: DLUG w FSE-6-2
Franklin Cleveland Parker Sr





Mar 10, 1899 - Apr 6, 1984
Family marker Lightfoot
Marker: DRUGw FS
Inscription: U S ArmyWWl
E-7-1
Marilyn Ann Jones
Oct 5, 1946-July 19, 1971
Family marker: Jones
Marker: SSlnSM










Dec 26, 1918 - Oct 6, 1984
Family marker: Jones
Marker: SSlllSM
Inscription: Hus ofMyrtle Y. Jones
E-7-1
Frances Cook Deal





Aug 12, 1955 - Dec 2, 1%2
Marker: SSIIISM













Ruby Lee Proctor Jones




























James Simon Deal Jr.





July 23, 1905 - May 28, 1979
Family marker: Johnston
Marker: DRUG w FSE-7-1
Robby E. Hodges Sr.
Aug 10, 1924 - July 25, 1995
Family marker: Hodges
Marker: SlgSG
Inscription: Y2 US Navy, WWII
E-7-1
Mary Moore Scruggs











Apr 27, 1894-June27, 1971
Marker: SsmSG
Inscription: Born in Belfast, Ireland
Symbol: Mason
E-7-1
James Irwin Clements Jr
Nov 26, 1920 - Oct 25, 1974
Family marker: Clements Swint Taulbee
.
E-7-1
Reba McClure Clements Swint
Mar 8, 1924 - Jan 11, 1992











Mar 2, 1905 - July 14, 1994
Marker: SUG
Inscription: Beloved mother &
grandmother, wfofThomas I. Cofer and
Henry N. Higgins

















Aug 22, 1923 - Sept II, 1997
Family marker: Forbes
,Marker: SlgSM







Inscription: Husband; our ch. Bobby,







































Mar 6, 1925 - Jan 23, 1969
Family marker: Gaudry
Marker: SlgSG w Bronze
Inscription: Ga S 1 USNRWWII
Symbols: Mason; American Legion
E-7-2
George Edward Bean




Freddie Wade Sheley Robbins








Marker: SsmSG ' ..
E-7-2
Neva Moore Bean








Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
E-7-2
William Henry Woodcock




Anna Berta Macon Forbes












June 29, 1905 -June 18,1978
Family marker: Collins
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Born Sav, Ga.; died Hilton Hd,
S.C.; son ofEthelyn May Stahl, 1881-1943,
& Lewis Carl Collins, 1881-1915. Marr Sept
3, 1939 Helen Peterson Snooks. Ch (1)
Helen Lynn Collins, May 9, 1942, Sav. Ga.
marr Sept 2, 1967 Sterling Eugene Skinner,
1941, Beloit, Wis. Ch: Sterling Eugene
Skinner Jr, Aug 6, 1968, Milwaukee, Wis.;
Helen Peterson Skinner, June 26, 1970,
St'boro, Ga., Mary Maurer Skinner, June 3,
1975, St'boro, Ga.; (2) Margaret Kate
Collins, July 31, 1954, Sav, Ga.
,
E-7-2
Charles Marion Robbins Jr. "Cholly"



















James Shields Kenan Jr






































. . . - - - -
E-7-2
James Elloway Forbes






Sept 5, 1916-Aug2, 1996.
Family marker: Brannen
Marker: SSlJlSM
- - ... -.




Helen Peterson Snooks Collins
July 23, 1914-June 11,1978
Family marker: Collins
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Born Ailey, Ga.; died Hilton
Hd, S.C.; Dau ofFlora Catherine
Peterson, 1877-1969, and Bartow
Randolph Snooks, 1881-1940. Symbol






Oct 13, 1897 - Dec 2, 1983
Family marker: Strickland
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: MarrMar 29, 1922; our dau
Margaret Strickland Wynn
William Jones Lane
June 23, 1920 - Sept 23, 1980
Family marker: Lane
. Marker: SSJllSCopper
Inscription: Member Ga House Rep 1960-
1980
BLOCK 8, ROWS 1-2 (double) E-8-1
GraceMulling Strickland
Dec 10, 1905-Feb21, 1983
Family marker: Strickland
Marker: SlgSM
























Sept 17,1895 -Aug27, 1975
Family marker: Kelley
Marker: SlgSM














Willie R. "Bill" Kelley
Sept 5, 1929-
Family marker: Kelley .
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Our dau Joy K. Waters
E-8-1









































June 15, 1891 - July 19, 1984
Family marker: Lee
Marker: SStnSG
Inscription: PVT U S ArmyWWl •
E-7-2
Emory Speer Lane





















July 14, 1912 - Jan 12, 1992
Family marker: Parker
Marker: SlgSG .
Inscription: Our ch, Doris P. Kelly; Wilene
P. Cook; Cherry O. Parker
E-8-1
R. Frank Aldred










July 29, 1906-Apr 15,1980
Family marker: Parker
Marker: SlgSG
Inscription Our ch, Doris P. Kelly; Wilene
P. Cook; Cherry O. Parker
E-8-1
Joyce Riggs Collins














































Inscription: Son ofArthur M & Karen M
Collins '.
Beulah A. Strickland
June 14, 1902 - Oct 31,1988
Family marker: Strickland
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: Ch Helen, Virginia, Harry
Brooks E-8-2
James Daniel Blitch Jr
Oct 16, 1904 - June 17, 1979
Family marker: Blitch
Marker: DLUM w FS
Inscription: Lt U S Navy WWII
E-8-2
William FoyWilson







Inscription: Infdau ofMfM James W.
Johnston Jr E-8-2
Agnes Atkinson Blitch










Aug 10, 1911 - Aug 18, 1974
Family marker: Griner
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: our daus Sybil Jaynet; Patricia
Ann
E-8-2
Noah G. Parish Jr.
Nov 5, 1924-




July 19, 1911 - July 30,1991
Family marker: McElveen
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Marr. Aug 22, 1931. Our dau.
Lela Gail, Sara Ellen. Son ofJesseMorgan





















Feb 28, 1910 -May 30, 1995
Family marker: McElveen
Marker: SlgSM -
Inscription: MarrAug 22, 1931. Our dau
Lela Fail, Sara Ellen. Dau ofJohn Carlos
Buie and LulaWilliams Buie
E-8-2
. Mr. Noah Parish
Oct 22, 1902 - Nov 1 I, 1987





Apr 25, 1909 - Jan 19, 1971
Family marker: Gibson
Markr: SSlnSG







Inscription: dau ofWilliam Earl Mcfilveen
and Ouida Buie McElveen
E-8-2
A. Mooney Strouse





Sept 14, 1902 - Jan 25, 1990








May 26, 1905 -Mar 23, 1972
Marker: SSIJlSM E-8-2
Glendine Hed1eston Strouse





Jefferson E. Owens Sr
Mar 27, 1899-Mar4, 1987
Family marker: Owens
Marker: SlgSG










Inscription: dau ofJ immy & Irene Deal
E-8-1
Michael J. McGalliard















May 26, 1914 - Dec 2, 1997
Family marker: Cannon
Marker: SsmSM
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
E-8-2
David B. Screws
June 16, 1955 - Oct 12,1968
Family marker: Screws
Marker: SSlnSG
Inscription: s ofLouise & Pearle Screws
E-8-2
�--�-. --- - _"--
E-8-2
William W. Strickland
Nov 22,1902 - Mar 14,1984
Family marker: Strickland
Marker: DLUG






Feb 9,1892 - Nov 22,1967
Family marker: Smith. _ .
Marker: SsmSM
"



































Feb 25, 1921 - Mar 4, 1989
Family marker: Smith
Marker: SsmSG
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner




























Dec 20, 1898 - Apr 10, 1988







































Inscription: CWO 2 (SS) USN Ret.
E-9-1
Elzie Loren Cribbs













































Sept 27, 1897 - Nov 8, 1962




























Oct 16, 1892 -Nov 16, 1969
Family marker: Futch
. Marker: SlgSG
Inscription: Member Solomon's Lodge No
1, F & AM.; Mason
E-8-2
Juliet Kennerly Cox











Apr 5, 1923 -Apr 9, 1923
Family marker: Futch
... - -_. -- --- .. - -.-- -- - .. -Marker: SsmSG-.-. -_..... - - ..
BLOCK 9, ROWS 1-4 (single):
E-9-1
Corena Alderman











--- - - - - .,_ .. _
. E-9-1
Betty Webb




















Inscription: Beloved wife & mother; Ch:










Mortuary marker: Smith-Tillman E-9-1
Jesse E. Mooney
Sept 29, 1900 - Dec 9, 1983
Family Marker: Mooney
Marker: SsmSM
Inscription: Beloved husband & father; Ch:
Jesse Erol Jr, Betty Lameta
E-9-1
Mary Lee Donaldson Hendrix










John C. Wilson Jr "Jay" .










July 30, 1899 - May 4, 1973
Family Marker: Brannen
Marker: DLUG
Inscription: Son Dock Andrew
E-9-2
E. Marjorie Jones
Nov 25, 1917 - Aug 14, 1999
Marker: SUG w full length slab
Mortuarymarker: Joiner Shepard









June 28, 1898 - 1986?
Family Marker: Brannen
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: Son Dock Andrew
E-9-2
Willie W. Jones






E-9-1 Mar IS, 1897 - Apr 24, 1970
Louise C. Wilson Family Marker: Wynn
. -. - .. �. ---·�·Dec 17, 1-909.-���--. -- u_�.� _. __ � �__ .....__� .. Marker:_.S§IIlSG _ .' __ . ..
Family Marker: Wilson Inscription: Ch: Clarence J. Jr, Edwin L,
Marker: DLUG Ramona W. Gay
.. _._--_




. - . .. _ .
E-9-1
Eloise T. Shuman




Mattie Mae Matsy RushingDeal















William John Strickland Deal











July 28, 1883 - Apr 8, 1967
Family Marker: Moore
Marker: SsnlSM
Inscription: Wife ofJohn P. Moore
- E-9-1
Lillian Zetterower RushingWhitaker
July 19, 1908 - Apr 3, 1988
FamilyMarker: Rushing
Marker: DLUG
Inscription: Ch: Charles Inman, John
Gilbert, Melvin Sherill, Corrie Annette
E-9-2
Allisor H. Browne






Nov 10, 1907 - June 17, 1985
Family Marker: Moore
Marker: SSInSM








June 8, 1899 - Jan 2, 1989
Family Marker: Spence
Marker: DLUG
Inset iption: Ch: Imma Lou, Doris, Marie
£09-1
ColonMorgan Rushing
July 2, 1906 - Oct 26, 1970
FamilyMarker: Rushing
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: Ch: Charles Inman, John









Jan 1, 1901 -Nov 9, 1974
Family Marker: Spence
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: Ch: Imma Lou, Doris, Marie
E-9-1
ClemmieMarshWynn
Jan 27,1899 - Mar 28, 1981
Family Marker: Wynn
Marker: SStIISG


























Mattie Lou Smith Prosser
Oct 4, 1899 -Mar 14, 1989
Family Marker: Prosser
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Ch: Marjorie, Marvin, Mooney,





James T. Jim Nesmith
Jan 10, 1901 - Mar 13, 1986
Family Marker: Nesmith
Marker: DLUG










Feb 20, 1902 -
Family Marker: Nesmith
Marker: DRUG

















































Lottie M. Waters Brunson

















July 20, 1915-Aug25, 1994
Family Marker: Butler
Marker: DRUG
Mortuary marker: Massey Funeral Home
E-9-2
Dewey Waters











May 17, 1911 - Aug 14, 1984
Family Marker: Waters
Marker: SsmSM























Feb 4, 1905 - Apr 10, 1994








Doulas L Davis DVM











Millie Ann C. Deal









Claudia Elizabeth Tuck Tinker
Sept 2,1910 - Nov 4, 2000
Family marker: Tinker
Marker: SlgSG










- -- - - . _ - -.
Mooney, Myrtice, Melba, Myra Alice
•
. .
_ .._- _ ..
_-
. - -- .. .














Inscription: Professor Univ ofGa. State
Forester ofGa. Loving ruther. CPL Co A
151 MG BN WWI; American Legion
E-9-3 • E-9-3
Albert M. Braswell Sr




Joseph A. Hart Jr

















Mar31, 1887-Jan 16, 1968
Family Marker. Grimshaw
Marker: SsmSM





















































Phelice Durrell (p.D.) Fowler
June 23, 1923 -Jan IS, 1984
Family Marker; Fowler
Marker: DLUGw FS
Inscription: Phelica D. Fowler CTI U S


































Jan 24, 1891-Dec 12, 1971
Marker: SSIIISM









Aug 8,1928 - Mar 19, 1969
Marker: SsmSBronze
Inscription: Georgia SHC U S NavyWWII
E-9-3
Fred J. Ruffo

















May 27, 1896 - Oct 3, 1968
Family Marker: Clontz
Marker: SlgSM w FS
Inscription: North Carolina Sgt Btry E 317








Gern ude Ramos Grimshaw





















. . , . • • • •
. .
. . . -- - . - - .
.
•
- . -- -._ ------ ..- -- --_.__-_---- -- - --- - ------- -- . --- .--_.
- -, .. -'-
- . - .
• •
-__ " - --.--_ .. _ ... _ - - - ---
---------.---- -- . - - -- _. -- .
















Mar 23, 1889 - Dec 14, 1967
Family Marker: Drew
Marker: DLUG w FS
Inscription: Ga PVT Co 1, 6 InfRepl Regt
WWI .











Inscription: Our ch Katherine Elizabeth,
David Alan. Marr. June 19, 1960
E-9-4
Mattie H. Drew
Jan I, 1904-Feb13, 1996
Family Marker: Drew
Marker: DRUG w FS E-9-4
Williams B. Newton









Inscription: Our ch Katherine Elizabeth,
David Alan. Marr. June 19,1960.
E-9-4
Robert H. Smith





Oct 6, 1886 - May 26, 1963
Family Marker: Newton




Mary Agnes Tuten Manes








































Wilma Mobley Kennedy .











Jan 25, 1921-Dec 13,1994
FamilyMarker: Kennedy
Marker: DRUG w FS
Inscription: Durwood (sic.) T. Kennedy.
PFC US Army. WWII
E-IO-I
Emma N. Rogulj
May 1, 1906-Jan 17,1992
Family marker: Rogulj .
Marker: SlgSM








Gel trude Holloway Carlton






















Inscription: Born in Dalmacija Yugoslvia
E-9-4
Lucy Bowen Holloway




























Marie Parkinson Clarkson, Mother
.
Sept 25, 1894 - Apr 7, 1975·· -
Family Marker: Clarkson
. Marker: DRUM w FS
E-I0-1
E-9-4 Mary AliceMcDougaldHenricks
Irene B. Oglesby Thompson Nov 30, 1907 - Dec 25, 1986
May 17, 1910 - Oct 15, 1981 Family Marker: Hendricks
Family Marker: Thompson,. __ Marker: DLUM- ....-- -- .. - - -----------_._._.- ...
Marker: DRSM
-. --"





Milton Bruce Hendricks Jr
















Oct 25, 1921 - Dec 25, 1987
Family marker: Chester
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: Sgt US ArmyWWlI
E-I0-2
Bernice Miller Fortune





Jan 12, 1922 -
Family marker: Scott
. Marker: DLUG
Inscription: Our ch Sandra, Suzan, Bernard
Jr, Edward, David E-I0-2 .
Maude Davis Brewer Dixon






Apr 20, 1902 - Dec 13, 1981
Family Marker: Chester
Marker: DLUG











Mar 21, 1913 - Jan 21,1993
Marker: SlgSG w bronze
Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
Inscription: husband & father
E-I0-1
Holland M. H. Chester
July 8, 1898 - Apr 8, 1983
Family Marker: Chester
Marker: DRUG




.Dec 12, 1895 -May 14, 1979
Family Marker: Brannen
Marker: SlgSM




Feb 1, 1971-Mar9, 1974·
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Son ofJulie & Nelson Mangum
•
E-I0-1
"Belle" Willie Belle Waters Land





Sept 26, 1928 - May 28, 1975
Family Marker: Pelote
Marker: SlgSG w FS
Inscription: U S NavyWW II
E-I0-2
Carolyn DeLoach




"Buck" John Foy Land
Nov 19, 1905 - July 8, 1974
FamilyMarker: Land
Marker: DRUM w FS
Inscription: SCI US Navy
E-I0-2
James A. Brannen
Aug 23, 1923-May 16, 1976
Family marker: Brannen
Marker: SsmSCopper
Inscription: TEC 5 U S ArmyWW II
E-I0-2
















































Mar 14,1897 -Feb2, 1984
Family Marker: Wood
Marker: DRUME-I0-1
Clinton Edward Tucker "Tuck"
June 5, 1909 - Sept 18, 1974
FamilyMarker: Tucker
Marker: DRUG w FS
E-I0-2
Little Ralph Wood
Aug21, 1919-Jan 13, 1920
Family Marker: Wood
Marker: DUM, common with parents
E-IO-2
Ruby L. Hall .









Christopher J. Fette Sr












---- --- .. -_ ..._-




















































May 27,1924 - Apr 22, 1998
Family marker: Gay
Marker: DLUG










































Mortuary marker: Hodges Turner
. ...
- -. -�. - .. - ---_ -- �.
E-I0-3
Doris Barlow
Feb 27, 1923 -
Family Marker: Cannon
Marker: DLUG
Inscription: Ch: Raybon, Ronnie, Ray
E-I0-4
Debra Ann Rigdon





Feb 29, 1948 -May 1, 1988
FamilyMarker: Tavares
Marker: SUG




Arp 26, 1920 - Feb 11, 1974
Family Marker: Cannon
Marker: DRUG
Inscription: Ch: Raybon, Ronnie, Ray
E-I0-3
Harley Kirby




Cason A. Barlow "Pete"





Susan Ann Braswell Mitchell
Jan 9,1917 - May 18, 1984
Family Marker: Mitchell
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Dedicated to teaching Hi






Apr 10,1914 - July 6, 1996
Marker:
Inscription: ST JG US NavyWWII.




Aug 15, 1916 -May 4,1974
Family Marker: Mitchell
Marker: SlgSM
Inscription: Dedicated to farming &














Apr 28, 1912 -Apr 19, 1990
Family Marker: Bryant
Marker: DRUG































..- ...-�-- .. - .. - - - . . . - - ... _. -
. _.
Alsup
John C. Adams Sr .
Sarah Roberts Adams .








Virgil Francis Agan . .
Marian Jennings Agan .
Virgil F. Agan, Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Donell Thompson Akers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20
William Thomas Akers , 20
_
L. Evelyn J. Akin 23
Beatrice N .Akins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
Bruce Rudolph Akins , 28
C. C. "Lum" Akins 18
Edna Woods Akins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., 5 ;3
Eunice Akins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 43
Floyd Amos Akins 45
Horace A. Akins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
lake Akins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53
James Ray Akins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53
Jesse Newt Akins 53
Leffler H. Akins 40
Lois A. Akins 40
Mattie Fletcher Akins , 28
Myrtice Harvey Akins 39
MyrtleWilson Akins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45
Richard Larry Akins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Susie Kennedy Akins 18
Ansley
Appel
Timothy B. Albanese 43
Archer
William J Alderman : . . . . . . . . . . .. 43
Carley Rushing Alderman 45
Corena Alderman 61
Edith Howard Alderman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45
F. DeWitt Alderman, Jr. 45
Lillie Miller Alderman 61
Matthew Earl Alderman : . . . . . . . . . .. 45




Irvin Small Aldred 33
JamesWilliam Aldred 33
JohnieWoods Aldred 33





Catherine Cooney Allen 30
Catherine Farquharson Allen 39
David H. Allen 5
Earl Franklin Allen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30
Edna Trapp Allen 65
Emory A. Allen . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. 39
Inf S ofAaron & Alice Allen 25
Jesse David Allen 30
John Dean Allen 49
Marie Allen Norris 30
Mildred Cail Allen 49
Nancy L. Allen _. ; , 5
Nattie A. Allen 65
Nelia Hunt Allen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49
Baggett
68
Richard G. Allen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Jeffery D. Alsup Jr 5
Ethel Johnson Altman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 56
John Buren Altman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 56
Carl H. Anderson 23
Cecile Daniel Anderson 23
Cohen Anderson 1 9
Donald Hodges Anderson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14
Edith DeLoach Anderson 47
Emit Joshua Anderson 18
Ernest E. Anderson " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47
Fay Elizabeth Anderson 23
Faye Bennett Brannen Anderson 14
Frances Anderson Moulder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23
Infson ofCohen & Newelle Anderson. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19
James O. Anderson "Snag" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18
James T. Anderson "Gene" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19
John Rufus Anderson 25
Katie Lou Denmark Anderson 23
Martha Hodges Anderson , 18
Maude Kennedy Anderson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19
Newelle D. Anderson 19
Ollie Strickland Anderson 19
Percival R. C. Anderson . . . . . . .. 19
Ruby Mae Kennedy Anderson 18
W. H. (Buie) Anderson , 19
William Cecil Anderson .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23
Joseph Grady Attaway 62
LouiseWilliams Attaway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62
Ada Williams Ansley 65
.
Albert T Ansley .... � . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65
Henry Edward Appel 64
Mildred "Midge" W Archer . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36
Lawrence Atherton 5
Howard L. Atwell " 17
Irene Hodges Atwell 17
Annie Mae Atwood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65
B T Atwood Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65
•
RobertH. Austin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
AddieDunnaway Averitt 47
Jack Nelson Averitt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47
James Barney Averitt 47
Jessie OlliffAveritt " 47
Andrew Baggett Childer s 44
Mary Coletta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44
Mary L. Baggett 44
Oris Allen Baggett 44
Rufus Allen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44
Smith Allen Baggett, " 44
. Tashia July Baggett . _ �. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44









lnfs ofAnnette C. and Bobby G. Bailey 55
BronislawM. Bak .... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5




Jan Pieter Bak "0:" ". 5
•
Annie Brannen Banks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22
Bernard Brannen Banks 22
David Callaway Banks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22
David Curtis infs ofEdwin & Mitt Banks , 29
Edwin David Banks Jr 29
Edwin David Banks Sr , 29
Ersula dau ofDavid C & Annie B Banks 22
Laura Smith Banks , 52
Lillie Mae Deal Banks 22
Lonnie Jim Banks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 1
Mittie Gabriel Banks 29
Osborne Callaway Banks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52
. Smith Callaway Banks ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52
Julia M. Barber " 41
Melvin B. Barber 65
Susie Hendley 65
Terry Barber -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41
Cason A. Barlow "Pete" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67
Doris Barlow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67
Mable Barlow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67
Ida Mae Barnard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 61
Davis C. Barnes 57
Emmett Lee Barnes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24
EmmettWilburn Barnes "Buddy" 24
EsterWilburn 24
Mary Kennedy Barnes 7
Minnie BarnesMikell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 39
Mittie OlliffBarnes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 39
Remer Coleman Barnes 36
Roy Cone Barnes 7
Thelma Davis Barnes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36










Amo R. Bennett 3 1
George Bennett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 39
Madge A. Bennett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31
Martha Sue Keeney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 I
Ruth Harrelson Bennett 39
Benson
Evelyn Dorothy Benson 33
Ora Maude Moore Benson .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33
RobertMoore Benson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33
Robert Speer Benson & OraMaude Moore Benson .... 33
Berg
Bernard &Winifred H. Berg 8
Cynthia Alice Berg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Cynthia Alice Brannen Berg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8




Mary Elizabeth Bethume 41
Bice
Hazel Powell Martin Bice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I
. Herbert B ice 2
Leeil Holden Bice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Binnicker
James Stanmore Binnicker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 61
MattieHaire Binnicker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 61
Bishop
Alice T. Bishop " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50
JohnW .. Bishop.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. 50
JohnW. Bishop Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50
Larry Bishop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Richard William Bishop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Blackburn
Carolyn Blackburn Hogan 36
Charles Grady Blackburn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Grady H. Blackburn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 42
J. Carl Blackburn 37
Kathleen Hendrix Blackburn 42
Lorane H. Blackburn 37
Ruby Dell Blackburn 34
Walton Hodges Blackburn , 36
Wilbur Leroy Blackburn 36
Blackwell
Scott Gregory 9
Timothy Wayne s ofLinda Blackburn & Melvin Edenfield
..................................... ". 42
Lillian Smith Battle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14
Bazemore
Tony Lamar 9
H. C. (Pete) Bazemore 54
Lola Howard Bazemore 54
Laura Dunn Beall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35
Laura Dunn Fitzgerald 35
Mary Lee Fink 35
Jane Beaver '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22
Roy William Beaver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22
Ruth McDougald Beaver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22
Bedenbaugh
Charles Harris Bedenbaugh 26
Edgar Harris Bedenbaugh " 26
... - - ._. Lena Sheppard Bedenbaugh ' " 26
Bell
Henry G. Bell 66
Beall
Bean
Ethel O. Bean .. .o .o.................
George Edward Bean .
Linda Bean Brannen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Neva Moore Bean .
Phillip Crews Bean .
Beasley
Elise Baggs Beasley .
.
Fred Davis Beasley .
Fred Davis Beasley Jr .
Freida Martin Beasley .





,------ - _. -_.__. � .. --.�. �.
.














B illy Durden Bland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33
Catharine O'Neal Bland 24
Dan Edgar Bland 24
Herman Bland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33
JamesW. Bland 59
Nan Rushing Bland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11
Vernon K. Bland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59
William Percy Bland , II
Pauline F. Bledsoe 6 I
Agnes Atk inson B I itch 60
Brantley Denmark Blitch 32
Horace Groover Blitch 22








JamesDaniel Blitch Jr .
James Reginald Blitch .
.
John Gordon Blitch .
Lottie Parrish Blitch .
Nellie Everett Blitch .
Ruth E. Blitch .
•
William Homer Blitch :' .
. ---
- -, _- -_._




Boatright • Eugene T. Brannen "Buzz" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4}
Floyd Emerson 30
Floyd Emerson Brannen .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Frances Clifford Smith Brannen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31
Frances Floyd Brannen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
Glenda. Jean .... _ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 66
Grover Cleveland Brannen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20
Harvey Brannen 64
Hazel Ellis Brannen 58
Helen Brannen 18
Hubert Lanier Brannen "Pat" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14
lnf s ofE E & B L Brannen 23
Inf's ofMIM James F. Brannen 25
Irvin Alexander Brannen 34
Irvin Jr .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 34
James Dennis Boatright 36
Mary Simpson Jenkins 36
Boatwright




Alma Hauser Booth .... '... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17
Robert Hinton Booth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 7
Boswell
Anne Hardy Boswell , 38
John Leland Boswell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38
Bourne
Glenn H. Bourne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8
Vera B. Bourne .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 8
Bowen
,
William Abner Bowen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21
Amelia Brown Bowen , 48
Barney McKoy Bowen .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48
Billy Joe Bowen 17
Carrie Croft Bowen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17
Charles Edward Bowen 48
Corene Kerby Bowen 48
Generia Honeycutt Bowen 21
Helen Johnson Legette Bowen 26
John Edwin Bowen , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 43
Marianne French Bowen . . . . . . . . . . , 43
Mary Isabelle Ellis 34
Moses Jackson Bowen 34
Pearl A Bowen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19
Silas Homer Bowen 48
Vernon B. Bowen , 19
William H. Bowen 17
I
James A Brannen 46,66
James Albert Brannen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
James Alonzo & Alice Williams Brannen 20
James Franklin Brannen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
James Henman Brannen . . . . . .. 12
James R. Brannen .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
James Robertson Brannen " 66
J0 Arley Brannen 38
Joe s. B:rannen .... ".......................................................... 37
Julian L. Brannen 14
Julian Lafate Brannen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14
Kathleen K. Brannen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 43
Kittie Jean Lanier Brannen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66
Leila Collins Brannen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30
Lemuel E. Brannen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31
Lester E. Brannen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20
Linda Bean Brannen " 58
Lingo Jones Brannen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14Bowman
Daniel Edwin Braswell "Danny" . . . . . . . . .. 4'
Peggy Raye Bowman 4
Infdau Kittie & Remer Brady 27




Lois S .. Brannen .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. 41·
Lucile Ida Proctor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62
Mamie Woodcock 21
Marian S. Brannen 66
Marie B. Brannen . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 30
Marilu Brannen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23
Mary Hendrix Brannen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Mattie Lou Brannen Lee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32
Maurice Brannen 58
Minnie Simmons Brannen 37
Nita Lanier Brannen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64
•
Pearl Lanier Brannen 14
Raleigh Houston Brannen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30
Rosaline Bowen Brannen 32
..
Rufus G. Brannen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32
Sam L. Brannen 43
Sue Bennett Brannen 14
W. Don Brannen , 18
Wade Hampton , 62
Weston Keith Brannen 5
William O. Parrish 14
Wilma Brannen McRae 31
Raye Bowman .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . ... 4
Boyd
Coley L. Boyd. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10
D. K. "Doc" Boyd " . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. 49
Johnny Preston Boyd 10
Mildred Ray Boyd 10
Verda Mae P. Boyd. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49
Bradley
Aaron Clifton Bradley 25
Jerry Bradley , 53
Wildred Donaldson Bradley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
Brady
Branan
Eva Simmons Branan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27
J .. K Branan "................. 8
James A. Branan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27
Matilda B, wife ofJ. K. Branan 8




Andrew Lloyd Brannen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45
Annie Donaldson Brannen 18
Annie Ursula .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . 34
Arthur E. Brannen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66
Aulbert Julian Brannen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14
Benjamin Floyd Brannen ,............ 30
Bertha Hollingsworth Brannen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23
Betty ]0 Brannen Dennis 58
Beulah Bragg Brannen .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45
Caroline Mary " 34
Carrie Mae Brinson Brannen 34
CharlesA Brannen 20
Charlotte Turner Lane Brannen 39
Cynthia Al ice Berg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Dick Brannen 37
Dock Andrew 62







.. . �. . . . . . . . . .. 20
Ernest Earl Brannen 23
Henrietta A. Branon 34
Thomas A. Branon 34
Brant
•
Edna W. Brant 15
Lawrence R. Brant 14
Brantley
•
Cora Eugenia Lanier Brantley 24
James Marion Brantley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24
. .
Braswell
Albert M. Braswell Sr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64
Edna Mae Allmond Braswell. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48
Jack Braswell 48






'MaryMiller Bray : � .. ;: 53











Peggy Ann Brazzell 47& • & • • & • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Carol Ann Budack 3
3.. .. . . . . . . . .Lisa Ann Budack
Briggs




.' John Carlos Buie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Lillian Buie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46
Lula Williams Buie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Fred Arthur Brinson 61
Lessie Brannen Brinson 61
Brisendine
Earldene NeSmith Brisendine " 48
Robert Ray (Trey) Brisendine III " 48
Robert Ray Brisendine Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48
Burke
Chloe Brooks Brock 10
James Theron Brock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10
Emma Autry Burke. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52
Hal . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. 52
Hugh. 52
Hugh Wendell Burke 52
Wendell Holmes Burke. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52
Zita Parrish Burke. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
Brock
Brogdon Burney
Helen Brogdon 36 Daniel Andred Burney 20 .
Jack Towler Burney 20
Julie Whigham Burney " 20
Martha Towler Burney " 20
Broucek
Daniel Martin Broucek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Emily Louise Kupferschmid Broucek. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Emily Sylvia Broucek Mesaros 3
Jack WolfBroucek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
James & Julia Pokrant Broucek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
William Samuel Broucek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Butler
Bobbie Crosby Butler , . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7
Christi -.. . . . . . . . . . .. 7
I
Arline Chance Brown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23
Charlie R. Brown 7
Elizabeth Ann 16
Ernest Bradley Jr , 16
Eulie Newton Brown DDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23
Frances Parker Brown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 57
Frank Aubrey Brown 56
Hughlon Glenn Brown 16
Ethel S. Butler. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63
Lavon Ervin Butler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7
Mellie J. Butler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63





Harry L. Cadwell II
Cail
LottieM. Waters Brunson 63
Mildred Jones Brunson " 19
William G. Canuette 28
Esther Preetorius Canuette , 28
Gladys Jarmon Canuette . . , 28
Renate B. Canuette " 28
WalterC. Caouette 28
Walter Cecil Canuette Sr 28
Bobby"Ue . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
James C. Brown 7 Clyde Enneis [sic] Cail , . . . . .. 38
Coleman Brantley (C.B.) Cail Jr " . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Don Brantley .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. .... 9,
Don Brantley Cail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Evelyn Cail Phillips 2
James Stevie 0".... 9
Jan Huleen . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... 16
Loy Emerson Brown "Red" 27
Margaret Sue Pitts Brown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 56
Millicent F. Brown 7
Nita Newsome Brown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27
Oma Dean "Dee" Brown 4
Richard Cornelius Brown " 4
RubyWilliams Brown 56
Rufus Judson Brown , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 56
Sadie Rushing Brown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16
Sarilyn .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. ... 16
.
Jeanette DeLoach Cail 9
Neva Cail Quattlebaum 2
Willard Leholmes Cail 38
Caldwell
Madison G. Caldwell Sr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Campbell
Sheryl Melissa ". 7 Abbie Woodcock Campbell ,.... 55
Ambrose A. Campbell. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55
Elizabeth Lord . . . . . . . . . . , I I
Frank Palmer Campbell 11
Howell Ambrose Campbell. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11
Skip & Shirley Campbell 41
Susie Smith Campbell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , 11
Susa.n Ann . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. 7
Willie Loy Brown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27
WynelleManry Brown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27
Brown
August L. Brown , , 39
Cleo M. Brown , 39
Browne Cannon
Allisor H. Browne . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 62
Thomas H. Browne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62
Benjamin Hollis Cannon , 60
. Doris Barlow. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67
Mary Gray Cannon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Ray " "..... 67
Raybon " " "........................................ 67
, Ronnie............................................................................... 67
William Carroll Cannon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67
Brunson
,
Carlos Edgar (Edd) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Carlos Edgar (Edd) Brunson 9
Carlos Preston Brunson 19
Dianne Belflower Brunson , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Hoke Smith Brunson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16
James Heyward Brunson , 40
Canuette
Kathryn "......."..................."....""...................................... 9
Scott .. .. .. . .. " " " . " .. " .. " .. ".. 9
Willie Brunson .. ,.............................. 53
Bryan Carlton
- - .' . ---
Gertrude Holloway Carlton 65
Willie Jennings Carlton 65
Carmichael
Bryant 33 Annie Carmichael Kelley . . . . . . . . . .. 16
- . -- ----- ----Eva_Stewart.Bryant ._._._.._,_ _._._.._ '_c._. _•••• , •__, ._.__,___.§_7 - Gilbert C & CordeliaM. Carmichael 16
GroverClevelandBryant 67
-- - ---.-- - -----,
-JuliaFranceSCaimichael-.:. :- � .: .: 16
Mary Louise Carmichael ;.... 16
EJeanor Kitner Bryan 48





















Carrie Lee Carroll " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55
Julia Sewell Carroll 3]
Robert Edgar Carroll 31
Cobb
.
Blanche Beasley Cartee 55
Gene : 55
Jimmy .................................................................." ....._".. 55
Jo Ann " " " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 55
Kermit Eugene Cartee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55 Cochran
C. Roger Carter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 2 Cofer
Audrey Cartledge 17
George Mitchell Cartledge , 13
Henry Edward Cartledge 17
Ola Akins Cartledge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17
Coleman
Imogene McGraw Casey 47 Colley
Inf s ofWiJbur & Odessa Cason. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55
Lucy Mae Cason 51
Mitchell Malone 2
Odessa Dennis Cason . . . . . .. 55
Robert Joseph Cason Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Wilbur Lee Cason 55
Collins
.
Bennie Earl C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47
Myrtie Ackerulan C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47
Elmer Ellsworth Caum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67
Margaret Calhoun Caum 67
Ernestine Prescott Chandler 50
Willie Hendricks Chandler 49
H. R "Bill" Cheshire 8
Jean C" Cheshire " , " "" 8
•
Edwin Holland Chester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66
Elizabeth Newsome Chester 66
Gayle Chester II
Holland M. H. Chester 66
LizzieWoodcock Chester 24
Mary Holland 66
Andrew Baggett Childers 44
Genene Scott Chissom 64
Gordon Allen Chissom . . . . . . .. 64
Michael Scott Chissom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64
Eleanor Stubbs Christian 17
Howard R. Christian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15
Ruth Van DeCar Christian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15
Christopher







Frankie Cochran " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
GeorgeW. Clark Sr 22
James Lawrence Clark 3
Mamie Dekle Alderman Clark 22
Cone
Harry Holden Clarkson ' " 65"
Marie Parkinson Clarkson 65
Carolyn Tucker Clayton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66
Clinton Edward Tucker "Tuck" " 66
James Irwin Clements Jr 57
Reba McClure Clements Swint 57
72
Bertha M. Clontz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64
64LeanderM. Clontz • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Llewellyn Hamilton Cobb 18
Mary Virginia Cobb :....... 36
MaryWhite Cobb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36
Willie OlliffGroover Cobb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22
Frankie Cochran _ 3
Thomas L. Cofer , 57
Jean Patrick Coleman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13
Jerry Glenn Coleman 12
Sibyl Coleman Scruggs 2
Vergie Coleman 43
Clara B. Colley , 17
Jackey David Colley. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35
JodyF.Colley 35
John Frank Colley, Sr 35
Sam Alan Colley , 35
Lewis Carl Collins , 58
ArthurM & KarenM Collins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Betty McGalliard Collins 39
Buford V. Collins "B V" , 19
Clara Aldred Collins , 19
Clifford Douglas Collins Jr 8
Clifford Douglas III (Doug) 8
David Lewis (David) 8
Helen Lynn Collins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
Helen Peterson Snooks Collins , 59
Homer J. Collins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64
James David Collins Jr "Jimmy" 39
JamesDavid Collins Sr "J ..D." 39
James Perry Collins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
Joyce Riggs Collins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59
Kristopher Mitchell Collins 60
Lena Lee Collins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19
Lloyd Jackson Collins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59
Lottie McElveen Collins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19
Margaret Kate Collins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
Marjorie D. Collins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 39
Mitchell Lloyd Collins 59
Pratt Carl Collins 19
Ruby Dell Blackburn 34
RubyWaters Collins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64
Sam P. Collins " 64
Sandra Collette (Sunni) 8
Sharron Douglas (Sharron) 8
Trudie Lanier Collins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64
Willard Collins Jr 34
Willard W. Collins 34
Lucille Purser Colosimo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34
•
Aaron Cone . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. 18
Dorothy Gardner Cone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18
James Gilbert Cone Jr. 49
James Gilbert Cone Sr 49
James W. Cone "Billy" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32
Louise Lipford Cone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
NannetteRuffCone 49
Robert Lee Cone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27
Rufus Lester Cone Jr "Bunny" 2
Ruth Mills Cone 27
Ruth Whittle Cone 32
-
" . . -- - -- _.. _-.. ---- -- -- --
Ella Allen Clifton , 48
---._ --_ .. _. -- . ".
. -
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. --." - "_
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Daniel E. Conner " 35
John Gordon Conner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41
Maisie Delia Conner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17
Marrie M. Conner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17
•
Manie Collins Conner '.' " 41
•
Rufus Herman Conner Sr·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17
Sammie E. Conner 5
Willis Conner 17
Carolyn Louise 3
Cleve E. Davis 3
Cleve Eldridge Jr 3
Debbie Davis , 55
Doulas L. Davis DVM 63
Edna Mae Davis , 43
James A. Williams 55
James Harold Davis 55
Cook Jane .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3
James Thomas Cook 59
Jefferson L. Cook 5
Sara Betty J. Cook 23
Jerry Allen .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3
Lavina Sitton Davis 63
Sarah Louise Quattlebaum 3
Coursey De Nitto
Juanita Coursey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13
Robert L. Coursey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13
Bernard R. De N itto 34
Madeleine B. NeNitto 34
Salvatore De N itto 34Cowart
Herbel l Hicks Cowart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36
Leroy Cowart 20
Lois Rackley Cowart 20
Myrtle Hudson Cowart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
Deal
Elizabeth Michelle 55
Alber tM. Deal, M.D. 3 I
Bobby 58
Bunny 58
Emit C. Deal .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. 58
Frances Cook Deal 57
Gail Deal NeSmitll 7
Harold Craig Deal 7
Helen (Bonnie) Deal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 I
Helen Read Deal MD " 3 I
Ida M. Hart Deal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15
Infdau ofN J & MaryM Deal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21
J. Randolph Deal '. 63
James Simon Deal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 57
James Simon Deal Jr. 57
Jerry Hart ;...................................... 15
J immy & Irene Deal 60
Joe Willis Deal 38
John D. Deal, M. D. 32
John Edwin Deal Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
John Edwin Deal Sr 7
John Nathan Deal 21
Johnny . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 58
Josie Skinner Deal 29
Joyce Forbes Deal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29
Larry .,.................................. .. .. .. .. .. .. 58
•
Cox
• HalW .. Cox .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 30
,
James Bethae'Cox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 61
Jane Hall Cox 30
Jo Ann Cartee Cox 55
Juliet Kennerly Cox 61
Mary Louise Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30
Neadom James Cox 30
Rebecca Ann 55
Robert Thomas Cox 30
William Howard Cox . . . .. 55
•
Crews
Thomas Matthew Crews Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Cribbs
Elzie Loren Cribbs 61
Ida Mae Barnard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 61
Crockett
Betty Crockett Rushing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34
James C. Crockett , 34
Crosby
Inez Allmond Crosby 64
Mitch Crosby. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64
Donald McCoy Curry, M.D. . 51
Lois Riggs Deal . . . . . . . . . . . . : 7
Lucile R. Deal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
MaryMallard Deal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21
Mattie Mae Matsy Rushing Deal 62
Millie Ann C. Deal 63
Noah Jordan Deal ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21
Pamela .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 58
Pearl Collins Deal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31
Rhonda Deal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Robert Daniel Deal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 7
Stothard Inwood Deal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31
William Fulton Deal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29
William John S. Deal 62
William Prather Deal .. '.. 29
Cross
AnnieWilliams Cross . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29
LloydWarren Cross 29
Crouse
Lefa L. Crouse 16
Martha CrouseMcCorkle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16
William H. Crouse 16
Culpepper




Catherine Bonn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31
Martha Anne &William Richard Cutcliffe 31 Dean
Dalton . Bernice S .. Dean " 9
Anna P. Dalton 51 George O. Dean 9
48Daniel
Abram Bird Daniel 51
Dorothy Goolsby Daniel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51
Ophelia Hill Daniel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23
Robert Augustus (Rob) Daniel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
Dekle
Darby
Carl Inman Dekle , 14
John Harvey Dekle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 14
Marguerite Brannen Dekle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14
Minnie Deloach Dekle 14
Jack Watson Darby , 64
Ruby S. Darby 1
DeLoach
. -- _._.... -- - "'- - - ---- �-
Anna Rea Hodges Del.oach 66
Annie Mae Lee Shealy DeLoach 32
AnnieMaeOlliffDeLoach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36
Betty W. DeLoach 29
Carolyn DeLoach 66
Eugene K.. DeLoach 36
-_._-----_ - -. -�- . -
---Fe-I-iX1)eLoach��-:- .. �--.-�-'... _-_- .--�-.'� .......... � �-.--.'- .- :�-:-:-
'
.. '-40--·-
Georgia Water's & William H. DeLoach . � , 29
Darley
JohnF.DarleyJr 19
John Fletcher Darley Sr 19
Mattie Cannon Darley 19




Helen Brogdon ., 36
ldell Brannen DeLoach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
Jackson Frier DeLoach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , 29
Jackson Frier DeLoach Jr , 29
Jessie H. DeLoach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
�
Lucille Brannen DeLoach -.'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
Margaret Evelyn Aldred & Jackson Frier DeLoach 29
Margaret Evelyn Aldrid DeLoach 29
William C. DeLoach. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29
Demmond
William Baker Demmond , 21
Duggan
Green W. Duggan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 57
Dukes
Daisy Dugger Dukes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52
Gladys Utah Dukes " 52
Jacquita Edenfield Dukes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52
Lyman L. Dukes Sr " 52
Durden
Anne Jones Durden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33
Annie Maude Durden 32
Billy Durden Bland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33
Cora Lee, Infdau MIM DeVoe Durden 49
Dorothy Lee Durden "Dottie" 25
Gladys Edwards Durden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49
Kenneth Randy Durden I
Loron Morgan Durden 25
Madison DeVoe Durden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49
Ray Durden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33
Raymond Rober t Durden 32
Rubye Bishop Durden. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32
Rubye Elaine Durden " " 32
Virginia Durden 44
Winnie Ernst Durden 25
Denmark
Leonard Mickell Denmark 49
Rufus B. Denmark 49
Sarah J. Denmark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
Susie GJennis Denmark 48
Dennis
Betty J0 Brannen Dennis 58
DeShong
Jessie F. DeShong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Dewberry
William Madison Dewberry III 49
William Madison Dewberry Jr 49
Dickens
Margaret Sue-Pitts Brown Dickens 56 Dyer
.
Dickey Drew Tillman Dyer 16
Eastern Star (Org)
I
Cecil J. Dickey 38
. Mattie Lois Dickey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38 Ann Futch " .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 61
CI di "M'
. ,. H drix 56au a rtzie en .Dixon
AllieW .. Dixon 30 •
Council A. Dixon 30
Eula Mae Dixon 58
Everett Dixon 58
Infdau ofLloyd & Ollie Dixon 18
Infdau ofMlM Elgerine Dixon 58
James "Jim" Dixon 24
Marcella W. Dixon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24
Maude Davis Brewer Dixon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66
Elizabeth Johnson Thomas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32
Ethel Martin Donaldson 30
Eva Mae Brundage Hagan " 32
Katie M. Mcfilveen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46
Lucille Canady Hagins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
Mamie Lou Howard Tidwell 54
Maude B. Smith 18
Pauline F. Bledsoe 61
Sarah Peavy Pruitt 55Dockery
Annie Belle Dockery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 Eckles
Dominy Edwin Clifford Eckles 9
Mary Bailey Eckles . . . . . . . 9Doyce J. Dominy 51
Donaldson
Clatie Burke Donaldson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 56
Ethel Martin Donaldson 30
Exie Burke Donaldson 56
George Peter Donaldson Jr . " 6
Infdau ofMlM W. M. Donaldson 56
Infs ofMlMW. M. Donaldson 56
James Grady Donaldson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30
James Randolph Donaldson 21
Jessie Green Donaldson 56
MyrtleWaters Donaldson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21
William Matthew Donaldson ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 56
Edenfield
Lester Edenfield 24
Nannie E. Moore 24
Timothy Wayne s ofLinda Blackburn & Melvin Edenfield
.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 42
Ellery
Ellis
Helen M. Ellery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49
. .
Mary Isabelle Ellis 34
Etheridge
Carrie A Etheridge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36
Ethridge
Dorman Janie Woodcock Ethridge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32
A1fred Allen Dorman 27
WillieMiller Dorman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27
Everitt
Lulie Cox Everitt 15
Russell Hall EVeI itt Sr 15Downing
Tripp Downing 43 Faircloth .
Drew Lovett Shelton Faircloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29
Rena Brannen Faircloth 29Josie W. Drew . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65
Mattie H. Drew . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65 Fette
Driggers Christopher J. Fette Sr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66
Doris " " " 10
Frances " " -".,. ".".......... 1 0
Harold " ,. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 10
Harvey Driggers 10
Herman "."......................................... 1 0
Janette " " ,. " 10
Lizzie MaeMosley Driggers 10
Fields
•
Bonnie Ford Fields ; 7
Finch
Mozelle Waters Finch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
Fink
Mary Lee Fink 35
Firges
Drinkard Fred J. Firges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49
Fred J. Firges Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49
Nancy D. Firges 49
Fitzg-eI'ald-
-------,-�--.- --,-- ------ -'
-"-------------
Edwin A. Drinkard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37
Emily Powell Drinkard _ " 37 .. �. -.---- --
DuBreuil
G. Lynn DuBreuil 32 Laura Dunn Fitzgerald ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35
Joseph Benjamin Franklin 59
Kenneth William Franklin 67
Margaret McArthur Franklin 21




Aden Asbury Flanders 36
Donald Elliott Flanders. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36
Idell Joiner Flanders 36
Fletcher Freeman
,
Mary Bowen Freeman 21
Steven Alton Fries 1
George W. Fuller '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
Hester Jane Fuller. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
Ruth Harville Fuller ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
Claudia Zeigler Fletcher . : '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47
Fred Franklin Fletcher .. ' 28
Jesse Gordon Fletcher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47




Infson ofMlM J. P. Foldes 36
John Marion Foldes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36
Forbes Fuller
Anna Berta Macon Forbes 58
Brenda Joyce Forbes 58
EffielynWaters Forbes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
Eleanor Ann Forbes 4
Grace Howell Forbes 4
James Elloway Forbes 58
Robert Walter Forbes 4
Teresa Anne Forbes 58
Dorothy B. Fuller Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26
Infdau ofJoe & Dorothy Fuller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26
Jimmie B. Fuller , 26
Joseph Curtis Fuller 26





















Harry David Garrett 4
Judy Banks Garrett 4
,
Garvin .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 46
Otis Monroe Garvin 46
Futch
Alice Hall Wilcox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ann Futch ..
Ford Annie Williams Futch .
Billy S. Romac Futch .
BiJ11lUth F. Futch .
Dorothy Harriet Ford 5
Jack Edward Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Fordham E. L. Futch ..
Eli T .. Futch ..Carrie K. Fordham 56
J. H. Fordham 56
James Edgar Fordham , 55
Lucile Miller Fordham 30
MarshallWhitaker Fordham 17
MaryWoodcock Fordham 55
Vastine Fordham Kennedy I 7
Wiley Bernard Fordham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30
,
G. M. Futch ..
Gary .
Laura Ann Futch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lefiler E. Futch .
,
Lisa. e·. • •••••••••••
Lottie Akins Futch .
Lou Jetta Futch .
Forrester Love Futch ..
Rubie M. Forrester 38 MargaretWilcox Nichols . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mina Ruth Futch "Ma Futch" .
Randall Futch .
Fortune
Bernice Miller Fortune . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
Mary Evelyn Fortune 66 Sherry .
Foss Sherry Jean Futch .
Athalee Knight Foss 28
IIIna Foss Rhodes 28
Joyce FossUtley 28
Pearl U. & William L. Foss .. 28
Pearl Upchurch Foss 28
William L. Foss , 28




Fowler Julius B. Gaudry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
Bernon F. (Red) Gay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 2
CarolynWilson Gay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37
Charles D. Gay 37





Michael .. _ .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. ... 64
Patsy ' . .. .. .. 64
Phelice Durrell (P.D.) Fowler , 64
,
Shirley . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. ... 64 Herber t Gay 4
Infdau ofMlM Charles D. Gay , 37
Isabelle Hardy Gay 4
Willie L. Childs Fowler 64
Foy
Jack Gay 4Birthe Hansen Foy 29
James Edgar Foy 29
James Edgar Foy Jr 29
James Edgar Foy Sr 29
MaudeYoung Foy 29
John T. Gay. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .... 50
. LillieM. Gay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50
Lynelle Rushing 67
Mable Barlow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67
Franklin Marjorie Ann Gay 4
Robert E. Gay Sr , 67
Robert E. Jr. .. ,................. 67
Stephanie Joe Gay , 50
Geraldine Cox Gee 30
John A. Gee . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. 30
John Thomas Gee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 30
Joseph Gerbasi 36




Deborah Elaine Franklin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53
Donald Benjamin Jr 53
Earle Lee Franklin ' 67
Edwina Hart Frankl in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
George Russell Franklin .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Gordon A. Franklin " 21
H. Lehman Franklin 21
Hattie Edenfield Franklin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18
Infdau ofLehman & Margaret Franklin " -21










Dollie Mills Gerrald 41,
Ronnie Steve Gerrald 41
Thomas Alvin Gel Iaid 41 Gulledge
Gibson
Albert R. Gibson ;;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Virginia Bosley Gibson .. ',. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Giddens Gwinett
,
I. Wilson Giddens 57
Iohn Thomas Giddens ; .. 57
Gilbert
Iennie Mae Gilbert 9
Giles Hackett
Clarence A. Giles 41
Gillis Haddock'
John Evans Gillis 55
Julia Hall Gillis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55
Gilmore Hagan
Cooper Gilmore 5
John T. Gilmore Jr 5
Warren Gilmore 64
Girardeau
Jerry L. Girardeau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Margaret M. Girardeau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Godbee Hagins
Cora Lee Hendrix Godbee 12
( Godbee 38
Iessie Cleve Godbee 12





Esther Carr Waters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31
Eula Carr Gomila . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31
Joseph Hardy Gomila , 3 1
Gougler
Sarah Davie Franklin Gougler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21 Hall
Gould
Lemuel Elma Gould " 39
Minnie Lee Davis Gould 39
Graham
Lillie Ezelle Graham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24
Margaret P. Graham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
W . C. "B iii" Graham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24
Hamilton
Gray
Benjamin Blanton Gray "Ben" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Grace Olive Gray 60
Green Hanberry
Albert Buie Green. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33
Ashton Buie Green 33
Edna Hughey Green 33 Hanner
Griffin
Will & Annette Griffin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
William Todd Griffin 40 Harbin
Grimes
Charles Erwin Grimes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11
Helen Hall Grimes '........... 5
Grimshaw
Gelb ude Ramos Grimshaw 64




Patricia Ann ". .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 60
Lonnie Benjamin Griner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Louise Murray Griner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60





BeulahW. Groover. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 28
John OlliffGroover 22
Iulia Belle Quattlebaum Groover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 54
Lucille Waters Groover 21
Paul Franklin Groover 54
Remer H. Groover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
S. Edwin Groover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22





Samuel Edwin Groover Jr 22




Edwin C. Grumme 14
Maud Lanier Grumme 14
,
Albert M. Gulledge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52
LouiseWaters Gulledge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52
Dottie Gwinett .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7
Gary Gwinett .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. _. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7
James 7
JuJ ie. �. � � � � .. � . � . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Mary Ann Hynes Hackett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Annie L. Haddock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35
Wm. Ellis Haddock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. " 35
Ernest A. Hagan 54
Eva Mae Brundage Hagan .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32
EvelynM. Hagan 54
JamesMichael Hagan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54
James W. Hagan ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54
Logan Hagan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : .. 32
Deborah Lucille 40
Deborah Lucille. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
George Carroll Hagins Sr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
George Carroll Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
George Carro 11 Ir; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., 40
Larry Lewis 0_ • • • •• 40
Larry Lewis Hagins 40
Lucille & George Hagins 40
Lucille Canady Hagins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40'
Marion Ierome (Ierry) 40
Bobbie Ann Smith "Bobbie" 4
Chester Alexander Hanberry Jr "Alex" 4
Millard Lawton Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14
Rozzie C. SherrodHall. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14
Ruby L. Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66
Virginia Ak ins Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., 53
Joseph P. Hamilton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53
Margaret Brown Hamilton _. . . . . .. 23
Philip L. Hamilton Jr "Bucky" , 23
Philips L. Hamilton , 23
Sara Ruth Mallard Hamilton 53
Lena Belle Brannen Hanner , 38
William Shapard Hanner 38
Marilyn Faye Rigdon Harbin , 20
Bennie McKenzie Hardin .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 9
Anne Hardy Boswell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38
_
Barbara L. Hardy 51
Dora Caudell Hardy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38
Isabelle Hardy Gay 4
James C. Hardy " 51
Joseph Vernon Hardy 38
June B. Hargrove 49
Avis Towns Harrison � . . . . . . . . . . . 3
William Howard Harrison 3
- ... __ ._-- ----._--.
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Connie Jean ... ,. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 2
Imogene Hendrix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18
Inman D. Hendrix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 42
Jewell Gerrald Hendrix. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41
Lucile Peolote Hendrix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 42
Mary Lee Donaldson Hendrix 62
Ronnie Tom Hendrix 58
Rubbert Hendrix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41
Rufus Perry Hendrix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62
S. Carl Hendrix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 56
Hart
Bessie MillerHart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
Ida M. Hart Deal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15
Infson ofJ C & Bessie Hart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44
Jackson Carroll Hart .... : �_. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44
Joseph A. Hart Jr .......•......................... 64
JosepbA Hart Sr 47
MaryAnnHart 64
Mary Jean Hall Hart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Pearl Brundage Hart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
Henry
Robert Lawton 2
Annie Gettis Henry .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Evelyn Smith Henry 3
Francis S. (Bud) Henry 4
James Carlton (Carl) Henry 12
Rex Hart .. ,. 47
Rober t Hart . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ... 2
Sandra Lee 2 Jessie A. Henry 5
William Hart, Jr 3 Johnnie H. Henry 3
Hartford Rose G .. Henry .. .. .. . .. 4
James Hartford III ' , 43




J. Fred Hartley. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
Thelma Dasher Hartley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
Willie A. Hartley. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38
Pauline Berry Hickman 56
William Rhett Hickman 56
Hicks
Ann T. Hartmann '" . .. .. "" 7
Annie Laurie Webb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
Donald Hicks 40
Hartmann




Harvey Henry N. Higgins 57
Herschel V. Harvey Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32
Mildred Lee Harvey 32
Myrtice Harvey Akins 39
Thomas B. Harvey 39,
Hill
Bessie Perkins Hill 45
Hill '" 8
•
Annie D. Riggs Harville 47
Hester Byrd Harville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46
Jack Inman Harville 50
Joe FletcherHarville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50
Keebler H. Harville. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46
Mary Lou Harville 46
Mildred Buie Harville. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
Nancy All iffHarville 46
NaomiRegis Harville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46
Sam J. Harville , 50
S lydell Rufus Harville 46
Terrell Joseph Harville 46
Marjorie Hodges Hill 45
Robert Hill 45
Walter V. Hill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45




Claudia "Mitzie" Hendrix 56
Gordon F. Hendrix 13
•
Landrum Hodges , 3
Lloyd Hodges 16
Lula Mae C. Hodges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51
Maggie Ellis Hodges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45
OllieMaeWilson Hodges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26
Paul M. Hodges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 43
Rex Hodges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51
Robby E. Hodges Sr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 57
Roland E. Hodges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54
Ruby C. Hodges 43
Rudolph B. Hodges . ..-� . .. :.; . .. : . . . .. 52
Russell B. Hodges " 16
Walker Pratt "Tiny" Hill Jr . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. 22
Hines
Henrietta Moore Hines ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33
Joseph Charlton Hines 33
Hitt
George Columbus Hitt Jr . . .. 67
Marion LanierHitt 67
Hodges
Cora Ackerman Helmly 6 I
William E. Helmly 61
America Lawana Hodges , 15
Ancil Lafayette Hodges 19
Benjamin B. Hodges , 15
Billie Jean H. Hodges , 19
Carl Lamar Hodges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26
Cleo Sparks , 54
Dorothy Hodges 12
Elliott Denmon Hodges , 13
Emit L. Hodges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45
Eunice Anderson Hodges 16
Evelyn R. Hodges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52
Frances Elizabeth Hodges , 26
George Eddie Hodges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51
Gertrude Donaldson Hodges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19
Her tllan Lavonne Hodges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26
. John L. Hodges .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 57
Johnny .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . ... 54
Joseph Lamar Hodges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26
Judy "" 54
Kenneth , . .. 54
Virgil :K. Jr 47
Virgil KeeblerHarville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47
Hathcock
Essie L. Hathcock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41
GeorgeW. Hathcock 41
GeorgeW. Hathcock Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41
Hegwood
Lemuel Franklin Hegwood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Helmly
Helmuth
Della H. Helmuth 50
Paul E. Helmuth 50
Randy Helmuth " 50
Rhonda Gay Helmuth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50
Robert Paul Helmuth 50
Henderson
Marjorie Clark Henderson 45
Ossie Jones Henderson 45
Ralph Lafayette Henderson 45
Zach Suddath Henderson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45
Hendley
•
Susie Hendley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65
Hendricks
Mary Alice McDougald Henricks 65
Mary Weldon Hendricks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
Milton Bruce Hendricks Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66
- --- ---._--




Carolyn Blackburn Hogan 36
William H. Hogan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37
Holland






Anna Carol ',. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10
Charles Everett Hollar 10
Jane Margaret . . . . . . . . . . , 10
Judith Leslie 10
Margaret Cleveland Hollar , 10
Hollingsworth
Charlie E. Hollingsworth 55
Clayton Chance Hollingsworth , 27
Eunice C. Hollingsworth 55
Frances Hunnicut Hollingsworth 30
Infson ofMlM Lloyd Hollingsworth Jr 27
Lavinia M. Hollingsworth 27
Lloyd Hollingsworth Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27
Lloyd Nolan Hollingsworth 27




Tom Watson Hollingsworth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35
Tracy Wayne Hollingsworth 42
Holloway.
Estelle Jackson Holloway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11
Kenneth Krenson Holloway 11
Lucy Bowen Holloway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65'
Ottis Holloway 65
Hook
GraceMcKnight Hook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17
Homer F. Hook Sr , 17
Homer Franklin Hook Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17
Mary Bowen Hook .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21
Hooley




Annie Alderman Hotchkiss 38
Lonnie E. Hotchkiss 38
Howard
Annie Lee Wilson Howard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34
Arthur Howard 34
Carrie McGahee Howard 45
Cecil Brannen Howard '" 54
Claude Arthur Howard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54
Claude ArthurHoward Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54
Dorothy Young Howard " 57
Infs ofArthur & Annie Lee Howard 34
JerryWilson Howard 54
Mary Susan Howard. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35
Nathan Ellis Howard 45
Phillip Anthony . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35
Ralph Emory Howard. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35
Ralph Emory Jr. 35
Ray Alexander Howard 57
Huggins
Gel tt ude Lanier Huggins 16
W. L. Huggins 16
Hulst
John H. Hulst 13
Hunnicutt
David Jurrius Hunnicutt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51
Embree C. Hunnicutt 12
Emma J. Hunnicutt 51
Eunice Akins. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 43
Joseph C. Hunnicutt 43
Lessie Fuller Hunnicutt '. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31
Paul David Huinnicutt 3
- --- ---- -- --- - -- - - - - --- ---- - ---
.. Paul Junious Hunnicutt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 .
-
- - - -
. . .
Pauline "Polly" Jones Hunnicutt 3






Willie Lee H. Hunnicutt , 12
Roy A. Hunter D.D.S. 36
Vera Hunter Gerbasi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36
H. Lewis Hursey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47
Eva L. Hurst - .o ·43
WalJaceJ.Hurst 43
Lamar M. Hurwitz 6
Hutchinson
Meldrin Anderson Hutchinson . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37









Gregory James inf s ofMlM James R. Hutchkiss 41
HarryW. Hutto � 9
Lena Belle W. Hutto 9
Ann Marie Hynes .. 4
,
J. B. ller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
Jannie Iler 44
InfS ofRussell T & Opal Ivey " 25
Opal Allen Ivey " 25
Orrie Mae W. Ivey 29
Russell T. Ivey 29
Alpha Lillian Tanner Jackson "Nana" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11
Emory Cleveland Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " . . ..... " 56
Ernest Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Inez Hendrix Jackson 56
John E. Jackson Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11
John L. Jackson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50
JohnMadison Jackson 50
Mable Pattillo Jackson 50
Wayne Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11
-
J. M. Jenkins .
Iuanita O. Ienkins .
Lane Fletcher Jenkins .
•
Mary Simpson Jenkins .
SamWilliam Jenkins .
Samuel Eugene Jenkins .
Zary Lee Jenkins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Glenn S. Jennings Jr 25
Glenn Schelier Jennings 25
Josephine D. Jennings "Toots" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
Mary Ruth Jennings 25
Emma Fordham Johnson 50
Eunice Waters Johnson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 22
Gary E. Johnson 50
Gladys Thayer Johnson , 22
, Grady E. Johnson 50
Harry Emmitt Johnson 26
Harry Emmitt Johnson Jr 26
Helen Johnson Legette Bowen 26
Henry McCoy Johnson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22
J. Brantley Johnson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
James Bryan Johnson 22
Jeffrey Rhea Johnson 20
Juanita Cowart Johnson 26
Juanita Hodges Johnson 20
LottieOlliffJohnson � . . . . . . . .. 50
Nette Hazel Johnson , 24
NinaWard Johnson , 51
Sam W. Johnson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50
SamWaldo Johnson '" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20










Johnston • J. Roy Kelly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49
Agnes Robinson Johnston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 57
Almarita Booth Johnston _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17
Dorothy Lane Johnston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Grady K Johnston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23
Grady Kimball Johnston Jr ' 22
James Hardy Johnston :...................... 57
James W. Johnston Jr 60
Jennifer Leigh Johnston 60
John Gibson Johnston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16
Stephen Lindsey Johnston. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Jackie 9








Phoebe . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .... 9
Ross . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 9
Kenan
Edna Mae Joiner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55
Elizabeth Joiner. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Lillie Pearl Joiner, Mother 2
Elise Richardson, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
James Shields Kenan Jr _ . . . . . . . . .. 58
John William Kenan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
Joiner
Kennedy
A. Betty Hodges Jones 23
A. Iverson Jones 23
Carson Lee Jones, Sr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15
Cleta Davis Jones 43
Donna Jean Newcomer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 11
E. Marjorie Jones 62
Edgar S. Jones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23
Eugene Turner Jones. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
Bertie Mercer Kennedy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59
Dalton E. Kennedy 53
Durward T. Kennedy 65
Hiram A. Kennedy 1 7
Hiram Elwood Kennedy 8
Nina Stubbs Kennedy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37
Oveda Beasley Kennedy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
•
Perry Kennedy Sr 59
TomB. Kennedy 37
Vastine Fordham Kennedy . . . . .. 17






Inez English Jones. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Janie Lou Zetterower Jones 15
Jennie Parrish Jones 23
Jimpse Thomas Jones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16
L. Evelyn J. Akin 23
Leila Blanton Jones. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62
Lois Crouse Almeda Jones , 16
Mahlon & Myrtle Y. Jones , 57
Mahlon H. Jones , 57
Marilyn Ann Jones 57
Myrtle Anderson Jones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15
Myrtle Y. Jones. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
Ruby Lee Proctor Jones 57
Sara Betty J. Cook 23
Thomas Goode Jones 4
W. Herbert Jones 23
Walter Elmore Jones 23
Warren F. Jones Jr "Spike" 11
William H. Jones 42
William Walter Jones , 15
Willie Edward Jones "Bill" 4
•
WillieW. Jones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62
Kersey
Sheila Kersey Metz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Key
Sula Akins Key . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
WoodrowWilson Key 40
Kilpatrick '
Roy C. Kilpatrick 43
Thelma M. Kilpatrick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 43
Beatrice R. Kelly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49 •
King
Alfied King Jr. 51
Kingery
Elizabeth Robertson Kingery 30
Richard Herbert Kingery 30
Kirby
Harley Kirby � "" 67
JohnW. Kirby. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44
JuanitaB. 'Kirby 44
Mary Smith Kirby . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . .. 67
Knight
Beverly Reed Knight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Knott
DaisyW .. Knott .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2
Elisha Marion Jordan Jr 9
Florence Howard Jordan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Frank James Jordan 56
Minnie Roach Jordan 56
JamesR Knott Jr 2




Lloyd Lytleton Joyner Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Lyle Peyton Joyner 39
Margaret Bird Joyner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 39
Mary Franees Austin Joyner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Bonnie Ford Fields Kraus 7
James Lowell Kraus 7
Kupferschmid
Emily Louise Kupferschmid Broucek. . 3
Kuykendall
Freda E. Kuykendall , 14
Joyner
LaBar
Harry G. LaBar 5
Kelley Laircey .
Agnes I.a, J imore Kelley 59
Almah Seaborn Kelley 16
Annie Carmichael Kelley 16
Doris Parker Kelley 59
Joy K. Waters 59
WillieR "Bill" Kelley 59
Rufus Laircey _. .. .. 44
Susie B. Laircey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44
Lamb
Annie Brown Lamb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63
James Leonard Lamb 63
Land
Burton & Frances Kellogg 13





13a cIa Olre.... � � " . . . .. .. . . .. .. ..
John Foy Land. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66
" Willie Belle Waters Land 66
Kellogg
Kelly
Bill .. � � " � " " '. 9
. ��-_. _�-----_ - .. -----._� Emaline.. o._o_o_,":_" ,!-o �_ !_ '.��;' _•.•_.�_ .. � ._ .. _�•• _ :_o_"._" .. � _. ,9.. _. - . __-_. _
Emma Thompson Kelly 9
George Ross Kelly 9
,
. __ . _ .
. - . . . . _ .. _ - _. . - - ,










Marjorie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63 Elise Richardson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
Frank Richardson 30
Opal Rybolt Richardson 5
Marvin .. " " " " " . 63




Mooney .: " "" 63
Rigdon
Myra Alice � " "" 63
Belle Brannen Rigdon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20
Claudia Cannon Rigdon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20
Debra Ann Rigdon 67
John Reginald Rigdon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20
Marilyn Faye Rigdon Harbin 20
Mike Rigdon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67
Mitchell Marshall Rigdon , 20
Myrtice " "..... 63
Rebecca Parrish Prosser 14
Russie Lee Prosser 63
Silas A. Prosser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14
Pruitt
Fleming Smith Pru itt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55
John Taylor Pruitt 55
Sarah Peavy Pruitt 55
Riggs
Birdie Scarboro Riggs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
Hannon R. Riggs 25
Robert H. and Sadie Riggs . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47
Rimes
Lorrie Ann Prince .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. 7
Marvin Percy Rimes 1r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46
Marvin Percy Rimes Sr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46
Mary LeeWilson Rimes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46
Pugliano
Dominic Anthony Pugliano ,. 7
Pietro M. Pugliano 7 Roach
Purser
•
Leo Roach .. .. " . . " .. . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. 37
Lucille Purser Colosimo ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34 Robbins
Pylant Charles Marion Robbins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
Charles Marion Robbins Jr. "Cholly" 58
Edna DeLoach Robbins 58
Freddie Wade Sheley Robbins 58
Patricia Mathewson Robbins 58
I
Franklin E. Pylant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Helen Juanita Pylant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I
,
Quattlebaum
Jack Clifton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Jesse C. Quattlebaum 2
Ion Christopher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Roberts
Charles Michael Roshto 1 t
Sarah Joy . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 2
Betty McCormick Rober ts 2
Emory M. Roberts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Frances L. Roberts 7
Gel tl ude Sweeney Roberts 7
Harold Dean Roberts II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Jesse Walter Roberts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54
Milly Ann Amanda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54





Kenneth Ray .... "............................................. 2
Neva Cail Quattlebaum 2
SallieMae Barr Quattlebaum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Rackley
ErnestWillie Rackley 25
Lucile Brannen Rackley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25 Robson
Anne Waters Ramsey ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21
Bernice Parker Ramsey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21
Bert H. Ramsey lr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
Bert H. Ramsey Sr 21
Marie Thompson Robson 53
William George Robson 1r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53
William Horace Robson "Bill" , 53
Ramsey
Rocker
Bert lr . . .. .. .. 21
AJexanderGordonRocker 38
Annie Scarboro Rocker , 38
Ann" AnnaWolfenbarger Rocker 43
Donald E. Rocker . . . . . . 5
Genelle C. Rocker 5
"Alvin" Alvin Gordon 43
Francis H. Ramsey IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Talmadge H 21
Talmadge Holmes Ramsey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21
William T. Ramsey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21
Ranew Rockett,
Archie N. Ranew . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 56
Leslie 1. Ranew . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 56
Betty Lovett Rockett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 9
Betty Lynn 9
Ray CharlesWright Rockett 9
Evelyn New Ray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 Chuck 9
Lawrence Ray . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .... 3 Peggy . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . 9
Redding Rodgers
lames Pomeroy Redding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Jessie Mays Redding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Martha Hegwood Redding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Infson ofChas E. & Jean Rogers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 28
Martha Jean N. Rodgers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 28
Rogers
Redding " .. " .. " 9 . George A. Rogers . 4
Mattie Newton Rogers 55
Theodore Roosevelt Rogers 55
Reed
HarleyNeil Reed 44
William Reed 5 Rogulj
Hester Rocker Reese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38
Emma N. Rogulj . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65






Charles Hinton Remington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 28
Lottie FletcherRemington 28
Arnold P. Rose 43
Velma Alderman Rose 43
Roshto
Roughton
Rhiver Albert Levin Roughton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14




A.l. & Mary C. Rountree �-�.'::.: .' -25
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Rhodes




Alice J0 Lane 57·
Benjamin B. Lane " 38
Emory Speer Lane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59
George Donald Lane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38
lnfdau ofMary Jones & Emory Speer Lane 59
Infs ofMary Jones & Emory Speer Lane 59
BryantOliver Leveritt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Lillie McGaha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Lewis
Lane ". .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 40
All' Sik L
. .
te 1 es ewts " 51
B ie Kn L
.
ess ox eW1S 45
Charles Gordon Lewis 51
Clarence W. Lewis 65
Davis Franklin Lewis 45
Helen Thackston Lewis 50
Nellie Ackerman Lewis 65
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Terrell 0 .. • • • .. • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • .. • • • .. • • •• 44
Terrell Eli Olliff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44
Thomas LamarOlliff . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44
Thomas LesterOlliff. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44
Tommy .,� .. -.- � .. . "0·: -. . .. � .".-.- -�-�.�- -.-. .. 44-----·
Virginia LanierOlliff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59
James Ross 1
Jeffrey Craig .. 0 0 • • .. .. .. .. • • .. • • .. • •• 1
Mary BeverlyNewton Neville . . . . . . . .. 1
Richard McArthur ; . . . . . . .. 1
William J. Neville. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
William Josiah Jr 1
CarrieMcDaniel New. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17
Juanita New Abernathy 17




Donna Jean Newcomer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. II
AliceMooneyNewsome. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 28
F. P . (Pete) Newsome 27
Mattie Irene Sowell Newsome 28
Susie Mae Newsome. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 28
W. R. (Reg) Newsome 28
Abbi Joshua s ofMlM S J Newton 40
Al . . . . . . ..... 0 • .. • • • • • • • • • .. • .. • • • .. • .. .. • .. .. • • .. • • .. • ... 12
Barnett Joshua Newton , 35
Carol .. .o 0 , 12
Catherine Bonn , 31
Clinton B. Newton & Mary McArthur M. Newton . .. 1
Donna Lee . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . ... 9
Estelle Nease Newton 40
Hubert L. Newton " 9
Jessie Carol Newton "Jet" z :. -. - •• ; .- -9 -
John Aulton Newton Jr "Al" 12









, .' Creighton Irving Perry , .. , ,................ 27
Martha Viola Perry , 6.5
Sara Remington Perry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27
Jackie Orr 18
Orvin
Charles Arnold Orvin 34
'_ - ,
EI izabeth KnightWaters .. '. . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34
Maggie Knight Orvin '............. , 34
Peterson






Eloise Hodges Phillips 38
Eschol Graham Phillips 2
Evelyn Cail Phillips 2
Mary Weldon Hendricks , 65
Robert Lamar Phillips , 65
wuu H "B' " 2unam ri.vmng l
WilliamM. Phillips "Bing" 12
Owens
Ethel Keith Owens 60
Jefferson E. Owens Sr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Pafford
Julian A. Pafford Sr 3
Lucile G. Pafford 3
Page
Bonnie Vick Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , 19
Dora Fowler Page , 19
FredMcDougald Page Sr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20
Mary Lee Dasher Page .. , , 20
Parish Pittman
Clara Martin Parrish , 67
Leo Gillis Parrish 67
Mildred P. Parish 60
Noah G. Parish Jr , 60
Anna Terrell Pittman 21
John Wesley Pittman & Ellen Bradford Pittman . . .. 21
Marvin S. Pittman Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21
Marvin S. Pittman Sr 21
Noah Parish .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 60 Pollard
Parker
-
Pearl Howard Pollard ' , 39
William Wallace Pollard 39
I
.
Azalia Braswell Parker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59
Cherry O. Parker , 59
Doris P. Kelly 59
Edith Jewell Brown Parker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
Elizabeth Allen Parker 57
Frances Parker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 57
Frank Cleveland Parker III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 57
Frank Cleveland Parker Jr 57
Franklin Cleveland Parker Sr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 57
George Edward Parker " 2
L. Wiley Parker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
Lee Roy Parker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51
Lorraine Waters Parker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50
Marcia Ann Lanier Parker 57
Marie Ivey Parker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Wilene P. Cook 59
Pope
Blanton E. Pope 15
Pound
Charles Robert Pound "Bob" . . . . .. 55
Dorothy M. Pound 56
Evelyn Mathews Pound ....................•..... 55
Powell
lnfson ofJohnW. & Ouida Brannen Peacock 38
JohnW. Peacock 38
Ouida Brannen PeacockWells 38
John S. Price 6
, Amber Joy Parnell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7
Ada Sutton Powell 6 I
Debbie Atwood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37
E. W. Powell 37
George Luther Powell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 61,
Hattie Powell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37"
Herbert Lee Powell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51
Infson ofE. W. & D. A Powell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37'
James C. Powell 63
JohnWesley Powell 8
Roy F. Powell 53
William Jasper Powell 37,
Parnell
Parrish
Annie Laurie B. Parrish 14
Byron J. Parrish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Dora Barwick 14
Griff& Ann Lanier Parrish. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
Henry Sid Parrish 14
Jennie R. Parrish .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
Lois Sapp Parrish 15
Madge dau ofH. S. & Dora B. Parrish 14
Prather
Deborah ..... � .. ., . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 20
George Ann '. '. 20
George Wilson Prather 20
N ita Prather 20
Preston
Thomas Watson Preston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53
Price
Sid Parrish " ". 14 Barbara Ann Parke Price 8
Dicey Davis Price . . . .. 63
Dorothy B. Fuller Price " 26
Zita Parrish Burke. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
Peacock
Luther C. Price 63
Rose S. Price 0 6
Pease Prince
Carolyn Patterson Pease . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Walter Stanley Pease 5
'Lorrie Ann Prince .. 7
Proctor
- ---
- . .. - - �
Allen Proctor 43
Carolyn Proctor ,.................... 43
.Allen D , . .. .. . .. . .. .. 43
ClaudeMallory & Pearle Cowart Proctor 10
Edwyn N. '. . .. . . 43
.
Eldwyn H. Proctor � . . . .. 43
Jaclyn Proctor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 43
Jennifer Proctor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 43
Lisa Proctor � f ••• �.. 43
Lucile Ida Proctor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62
N. Astor Proctor ,... 43
. _. Ouida S. Proctor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 43
Sue Zetterower Proctor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -:: : � . . . . . . . 45
.
Pelote
Hamp Arnett Pelote " 66
Hattie Key Pelote 42
John Holland Pelote 42
LillieM. Pelote . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
Pennington
James Robel t Pennington 41
John Monroe " '" , .. , 41
Malloy J. Pennington 41
Perdue








Macy June Stephens Row 24
Merwyn Don Row. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24
Claudia Tapley Samples 1




Joan Patricia Rowand ... : '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
Norman James Rowand . " 49
Ronald James Rowand 49
Leona B. Sanders 43
Sapp
Ethel Elizabeth Sapp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35
Ethel J. Sapp 7
Rowse Jack A� Sapp . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ....... 7
Alba Lee Rowse 46
Infson ofMlM TW Rowse 46
Thomas Lee Rowse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46
.
Thomas Watson Rowse 46
John D. Sapp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35
John T. Sapp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35
SAPP .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. 30
Suzanne, dau ofLuia M & Harold Sapp 30,
Royster Sargent
Theodore S. Royster ill 44 Georgia Cox Sargent , 17
John B. Sargent , 17Royster
Theodore S. Royster III 44 Sasser
Rosa Lee Hodges Cartledge Rucker , 13
Ruth Prosser Rucker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35
Thomas Henry Rucker 35
ClarenceA Sasser 44
Gladys Johnson Sasser 44
Rucker
Satcher
Ruth Ann Waters Satcher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47
Ruff Sauls
Clarence Hartwell Ruff. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , 49
Harriett Leake Ruff. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49
,
Chad Ruffo 67
Fred J. Ruffo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64
Bernie M. Sauls , . . . . . . . .. 15
Curtis Lavon Sauls 1
Nettie Barrow Sauls 15
Ruby S. Darby I
Ruffo
Saunders
- . . ..
Joseph Collin Ruffo ,.... 67
Marie Collins 64
Emory S. Saunders ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
Savage
Rushing Thomas Newton Savage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31
Alison Mikell Rushing 6
April Dolores Metts Rushing 32
Anita Belle Parrish Rushing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16
Barney Lewis Rushing 44
Betty Crockett Rushing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34
Bonnie Lou Futch Rushing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51
Charles Errol Rushing . . . . . . . . , 44
Charles Inman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62
Charles Reginald Rushing 13
Clarence 0'Neal Rushing "Rusty" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Colon Morgan Rushing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62
Scearce
James Boyd Scearce ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67
Schwanebeck
Jewell A. Mock Schwanebeck 47
Scott
Corrie Annette .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 62
Betnard ]r .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. 66
BernardMilton Scott 66
David .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . 66
Edward � . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 66
El izabeth Ann Scott 66
Sandra -.. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. 66
Suzan - '" 66
DeweyWaters 63
DorothyMikell Rushing , 44
Elizabeth Ann 16
Erma Brannen Rushing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45
Ernest Bradley Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16
Ernest Bradley Rushing 16
Ethel Jones Rushing 16
Frank Rushing .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 34
GlennMikell Rushing , 44
Infdau ofBilly R & Anita RushingMay 2, 1958 . . . . .. 39
J. B. Rushing 45
James Howard Rushing 32
James Otis Rushing , 51
Screen
Donald D. Screen 281
Screws
David B. Screws .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Louise & Pearle Screws 60
Scruggs.
.
Lyle Alvah Scruggs 2
Mary Moore Scruggs 57
Sibyl Coleman Scruggs 2
Vernon Castle Scruggs 57
Seckinger
Bessie Stubbs Seckinger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37
Ernest B. Seckinger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37
Jan Huleen " _ " " " 16 Sewell
John Gilbert , 62
LessieWaters Rushing 63
Lillian Zetterower RushingWhitaker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62
Lottie M. Waters 63
Melrose Anderson Rushing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16
Melvin Sherill 62
Lee Barron Sewell. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27
Mary Lou Lester Sewell 27
Shaw •
Eunice W. Shaw " 52
Luther E. Shaw " 52
Shealy
Paul Lewis Rushing 44
Sadie Rushing Brown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16
Annie Mae Lee Shealy Deloach 32
LeRoy Shealy 32
Sarilyn " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 16 Shearouse
Thomas Rushing , 16
Walter Rushing , 63
Wilton Lee Rushing 16
Lucy Shearouse , " 34
Sheley
Russell
C. D. Sheley Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Lois Durrence Sheley 1
- _ ,_. __ . .. , -- ---
Cleo S. Russell 51
Don Q. Russell 51
Nelle Laverne & Charles David Russell 51
.. -- - Sack - - -- - -� . . -. . � _. .. . ..
Anne Y. S. Sack 39
Harry Allen Sack 39
Shelley
Henry Hoyt & Mollie Daniel Shelley ... � . . . . . . . . . . .. 52
Sallie Flora Shelley. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52
. .



















Clara Sherrod Wise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 42
John W. Sherrod 42
Sarah G. Sherrod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ 42
Helen Peterson Skinner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
John W. Skinner 4
.
Mary Maurer Skinner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
Sterling Eugene Skinner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
Sterling Eugene Skinner Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
Willie Mae Stephens Skinner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 39
�






















Bethany � .. .. . . . . ..
Charles . Smith
Charles Richard . Allie Blanche Smith 54
Ann Jane Nipper 29
Beatrice Deal Smith 15
Betty Josey Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18
Brooks Smith 46
Clinton Edgar Smith .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
Cynthia Waters . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Edgar Lamar Smith. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47
Edwin H. son ofWH & Lucy Smith. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48
Elizabeth Lanier Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47
Emory Boyd Smith .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 I
Ethel Dolrease Deal Smith 56
FannieJoDeal 29
Frank Smith. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. 29
Fred S. Smith. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15
Harry B. Smith 54
Horace Zack Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20
Hubert Riley Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47
Infant daughter ofMlM Lamar Smith 47
Infant son ofMlM Lamar Smith " 47
J. Grady Smith _ 18
James H. Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 56
James Herbert Smith. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63
James McNott Smith "Bunk " 18
Jimmy Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : " 56




David . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
Dawn .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Emmett ..
George . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .
George Levi Shetterly " . . . . . . . . . . . .
GeorgeWilliam .
Jason .
Linda .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .
Lucy .




Pamela . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .
Sherlynn ..
Sberlynn, Darlene .
T�mmy Sims .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ... 11 Snooks
Cranston Shipmon Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Martha S. Shivers 9
Nora Z. Shoares 45
Eloise T. Shuman 62
Lee V. Shuman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62
Julia Watkins ;. 7
Albert Berry Shuptrine , 18
Kenneth Smith ...... a •.................. a .. .. • • .. .. • • • • .. • .... 29
Lee Ora Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63
Lillian Smith Battle, daughter 14
Lizzie M. Shuman Smith 40
Lucile Moore Smith 29
Lucile Nessmith Smith 46
Lucy Bird Smith 48
Maggie P. Smith 61
Mary Bennett Smith 64
Maude B. Smith 18
Maxie Brewton Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18
Mildred Webb Smith. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31
Nancy Kitchens Smith 14
Rachael G. Smith 65
Rebecca Waters Smith "Dink" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18
Rolle} t H. Smith 65
Roy Lawrence Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11
Sallie Woodcock Smith 20
Sammie Eugene Smith 14
Samuel E. Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Sue Lynch Smith 7
Sue Nell Crumbley " 29
Tom D. "Doc" Smith 7
. Waldo Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 61
William Hampton Smith Jr. 48
William Hampton Smith Sr 48
Woodie Harden & Egbert Andrew Smith. . . . . . . . . . . .. 20
Snellgrove
Emma Alston Snellgrove 55
Thomas B. Snellgrove. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55
CharlesWillard Shuster 11
Margaret Vance Shuster , 11
Annie Blitch Simmons 13
B. Hill Simmons 27
Brooks Simmons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13
Charlie Ashton Simmons 32
Harriet Flander s Simmons 19
Infson, Wynete & Thomas E. Simmons 15
Infant ofMlM Brooks Simmons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13
Iverson Virgil Simmons 15
J. Gordon Simmons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27
Louise Brunson Simmons : . . . . . . . .. 16
Lucile Johnson Simmons 27
OscarWilliam Simmons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16
Paul Simmons .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19
RufusA Simmons 27
Rufus Malcolm Simmons 27
•
Dewey D. Sims 11
Gayle Chester 11
Jean D. Sims . ; .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. 11
Randy D. Sims 1
S. Elton Sims " 1
Sarah L. Sims .. .. .. .. . .. .. 1
Sheila Beasley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11
Cindy Anne � '. .. .. .. 9
James Barner "" 9
Bartow Randolph Snooks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59
Helen Peterson Snooks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58
James Lewis Sisson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Sara S. Sisson 9
Thomas Swan 9
-
. _. __._.- _-. -.-----. -- ------
. .
. . --- - .
. .. - .















. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
James Hudson Strickland . . . . . . . . . .. 59
Margaret StricklandWynn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59
V·
..













SUAAn . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. ' ....
Betty Deal Stringer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Bobby Wilton Stringer 12
Jappy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Ricky 0" 12
Sparks
Cleo Sparks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54




A. Mooney Strouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Glendine Hedleston Strouse .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Doris 62 Strozzo
Grady Leroy Spence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62 Anthony Strozzo [infant] 34
Bennie Strozzo 34
Fortunato Strozzo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34
Josephine Russo Strozzo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34
Louis Strozzo [infant] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34
Maria M. Strozzo 34
Mark Strozzo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34
Salvatore Strazzo 34
Imma Lou 62
Marie ... � . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62
Maude Carroll Spence 62
Speranza
Bette Hendrix Speranza 12
Stabler
Buford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52
Buford Arne 52
Buford Kaminer Stabler 52
Stubbs
Demaris Sue -. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52
. Eleanor Stubbs Christian 17
Everett Bremer Stubbs, D.C. 17
Helen Bremer Stubbs "Mamie" 17
Ioe Calvin Stubbs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17
Juanita Street Stubbs 10
Penny Anne Stubbs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53
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